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ABSTRACT 
I n t h i s work we examine n-dimensional Riemannian 
manifolds with k-harmonic metrics. Ruse's invariant i s 
shown to be a function of one member of a set of two-point 
invariants; these are the symmetric polynomials of the 
eigenvalues of an endomorphism of the tangent space at a 
f i x e d point (base point) and of the eigenvalues of the inverse 
endomorphism. These endomorphisms compare the metric tensor 
at the base point with the pull-back from a variable point 
v i a the exponential mapping. I f the k-th symmetric polynomial 
i s a function of the two-point invariant distance function 
alone, the manifold i s k-harmonic at the base point, 
k-harmonic manifolds are k-harmonic at a l l base points; 
thus they form a generalisation of harmonic manifolds. 
We prove f o r general Riemannian manifolds: 
( 1 ) they are harmonic i f and only i f n-harmonic; 
( 2 ) a l l k-harmonic manifolds are Ein s t e i n spaces. 
For simply connected Riemannian symmetric spaces we are able 
to derive the matrix of the required endomorphism e x p l i c i t l y . 
We investigate whether these spaces are k-harmonic either 
f o r a l l k or else f o r no k and prove the former i f the rank 
i s one. For symmetric spaces of rank greater than one no 
firm conclusion i s reached. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Harmonic Riemannian manifolds have been studied since 1 9 3 0 
when HoSoRuse investigated the form taken by the "elementeury" 
solution of the generalised Laplace's equation on afi analytic 
Rieraannian manifold. I f n(p^,p) i s half the square of the 
geodesic distance from a fixed base point, p^, to a general 
neighbouring point, p, a manifold i s harmonic at p^ i f the 
elementary solution i s a function of I I alone. I f t h i s i s 
true for every base point then the manifold i s defined to be 
harmonic. An alternative definition requires Ruse's two-
point invariant function, ^(p^yp) be be a function of Cl alone. 
A paper published i n 1 9 6 8 by T.J.Willmore [ l 6 ] shows that 
Ruse's invariant i s a function of one of the elements i n a 
set of n two-point invariants, aj^(Pp,p) (k = 1 , n). 
0^ i s the k^^ symmetric polynomial of the eigenvalues of the 
matrix, w(p^,p), representing a l i n e a r endonorphism of the 
tangent space at p^ and i s a function of p; however i f 
i t i s a function of f l £Uid otherwise independent of p then 
the manifold i s defined to be k-harmonio at p^. The manifold 
i s k-harmonic i f i t i s k-harmonic at every base point. I n 
1 9 7 0 Ko E l Hadi i n an unpublished thesis Ll^l defined k-harmonio 
manifolds i n terms of a(p^,p), the inverse of <o(p^,p). We 
see that Ruse's invariant i s one i n a set of two-point 
invariants and hence that the concept of k-harmonic Riemannian 
manifold i s a generalisation of harmonic Riemannian manifold. 
- i i -
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This t h e s i s attempts to assess how much i s yet known about 
k-harmonic manifolds. 
A summary of basic information regarding general harmonic 
spaces i s given i n Chapter I . The chapter s t a r t s with a section 
on a f f i n e and Riemannian connections followed by examination 
of the exponential map, normal coordinates and normal tensors; 
these are necessary tools for the development of our theory. 
Alternative definitions f or harmonic manifolds are given as 
well as two i n f i n i t e sets of necessary and s u f f i c i e n t conditions 
f o r a manifold to be harmonic: the Copson and Ruse equations 
which are expressed i n terms of normal tensors and the equations 
of A.J.Ledger where curvature tensors are used. Properties 
of harmonic spaces show that they are more general than the 
spaces of constant curvature yet form a proper subset of the 
set of .Einstein spaces. We conclude the chapter by showing 
that a l l decomposable manifolds with positive-definite metric 
are l o c a l l y f l a t . 
A.Lichnerowicz has conjectured that a l l Riemannian 
manifolds with positive-definite harmonic metric are l o c a l l y 
symmetric. Chapter I I provides the basic properties of 
symmetric spaces necessary for the examination of harmonic 
symmetric spaces; these are established using mainly the 
approach of S.Helgason [3]. Theorems of A.G.Walker [14I and 
A.JoLedger [ 7 ] on harmonic symmetric spaces are given i n 
Chapter I I I . Examination of Jacobi f i e l d s leads to the 
concept of globally harmonic spaces as defined by A.CAllamigeon [1] 
- I l l -
The f i r s t three chapters serve as introductory back-
ground to the study of k-harmonic Riemannian manifolds. 
Chapter IV begins with a oompeirison of the definitions of 
E l Hadi and Willmore; d i s t i n c t i o n i s made between k-harmonic 
spaces of the positive type and of the negative type. A 
l i s t of investigations into properties of k-harmonic spaces 
i s given. A l l k-harmonic spaces are shown to be Ein s t e i n . 
Harmonic spaces are shown to be ( -1)-harmonic, i . e . , 1-harmonic 
according to Willmore's definition^ the author believes the 
converse of t h i s r e s u l t to be f a l s e , but no counterexamples 
have yet been found. 
For general Riemannian manifolds computation of the 
relevant matrices and the symmetric polynomials of t h e i r 
eigenvalues i s f a r from simple. But in the symmetric case 
use of the Jacobi equations shows that i f p i s a point on 
the unit geodesic sphere centre p^, the eigenvalues are 
functions of sectional curvatures along plane sections spanned 
by p a i r s of elements of a pa r t i c u l a r form of orthonormal 
b a s i s of the tangent space at p^. In the case of symmetric 
spaces of rank one i t i s known that the holonomy group i s 
t r a n s i t i v e on the unit geodesic sphere centre p^; from 
t h i s we deduce that the eigenvalues are independent of p 
and hence that symmetric spaces of rank one are k-harmonic 
fo r a l l k. A.J.Ledger has proved that no symmetric spaces 
of rank greater than one are harmonic; i t i s l i k e l y also 
that these spaces are not k-harmonic for any k, but t h i s i s 
not yet proved. Hence the truth of the conjecture that 
symmetric spaces are either k-harmonic for a l l k or else 
f o r no k remains open. 
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CHAPTER I 
HARMONIC SPACES 
1 .1 Aff ine and Riemannian connections 
Let M be a differentiable n-dimensional manifold. By C°^M) 
we denote the set of a l l real-valued differentiable functions 
on M. Let f ,g e C^CM) and '^  6 R , I R being the set of r e a l 
numbers. Defining the operations f + g, ^ g, f g pointwise, 
i t i s easy to v e r i f y that C'*'(M) i s an algebra over FR. 
A vector f i e l d . X, on M i s an endomorphism of C°°(M) which 
i s a l s o a d i f f e r e n t i a t i o n , that i s , X i s a map ^^(M) — » C'*(M) 
with the properties 
( 1 ) XCX f = -XxCf) • yuX(g) for %iJi € fR, 
f,g e C^CM), 
( 2 ) X(fg) = f(Xg) • ( X f ) s f o r f,g e C'CM), 
By D (M) we denote the set of a l l vector f i e l d s on M. We 
define the three operations: 
(X,Y) » X + Y given by (X + Y ) ( f ) = Xf + Yf, 
(g,X) > gX given by (gX)(f) = g(Xf), and 
(A,X) ^ "hlL given by ( ^ X ) ( f ) = ^ ( X f ) . 
Clearly D\M) i s a vector-space over /R,o We also define 
the L i e derivative with respect to X as the endomorphism of 
D\M) given by 
0 ( X ) : Y ^ [X,Y] where [x,Y]is the vector f i e l d 
X,Yl:f ^ X ( Y f ) - Y(Xf), 
\ 1 SEP 1974 
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Choose p e M and X € D\M). The lin e a r mapping 
Xp:f — > (Xf)(p) of C** (M) into /R i s a tangent vector to M 
a t p. 
M^ = "Cx^'X e D\M)} i s an n-dimensional vector' space, the tangent 
space to M at p. Alternatively we may define a tangent vector 
to M at p as follows: 
A curve i s a 6°** mapping I --^ M where I i s an open interval of /R . 
Let e»t be any curve through p, that i s p =o<.(t^) for some t ^ e I , 
oc : I M. I f f e ^ ^ ( M ) , then ( f oo<) e C * * ( l ) . 
Define oc ( t ) ( f ) = ( f o «)'(tj = d(f o oc) 
*> ° ° dt t = t • 
o 
Letting t vary i n I , i t i s easy to ve r i f y that o< ( t ) s a t i s f i e s 
( l ) and ( 2 ) and hence i s a vector f i e l d on the submanifold o(.(l) 
of M. ex. ( t ) i s a tangent vector to M at p. Hence every 0 ° 
curve through p defines a member of M^ . 
Let M,N be C°* manifolds. A mapping <f):M — ^ N i s a 
diffeomorphism i f 
( i ) <|> i s b i j e c t i v e , 
( i i ) (^and ^  are both differentiable. 
Let <|>:M — ^ N be C** and p e M. Given X^e M^ , the mapping 
^ + e ) p ^ * p ^ ^ Siven by (<t>o)pXp:6 X^ Cg o <fj 
(g e C^CN)) i s a tangent vector to N at <|)(p). 
I E X e D\M) and Y € D^ <jj(M)) then X and Y are <j>-related i f 
U i s the domain of an allowable coordinate system, ( x ^ ) , 
i f U i s an open subset of M and there e x i s t s a C°° mapping; ^ 
- 3 -
with the properties; 
( i ) i s a homeomorphism U — ^ V, where V i s an open 
subset of /^", and 
( i i ) ^:q ( x \ q ) , x"(q)) (q a N). 
I f f 6 C*°(M), then f o f"'' i s a r e a l valued function with domain 
V. Let p e U. We denote by — ^ ( p ) the r e a l number - ^ f o 6") 
^x^ ^x^ ^ <f'(p) 
Then the map f — ^ ^^k^P^ * tangent vector at p denoted by 
- ^ p ) . I t can be shown that ^-~r{,v)* " " ^ p ) } ' a 
^x L"^ X "bx 
bas i s of M . I f we write for the mapping p —$• - ^ p ) 
then f — , - ^ 1 i s a basis for D^U). 
An affine connection on M i s a rule V which assigns to 
each X e D^  (M) an endomorphism of D'' (M) satisfying 
'T.x.gY = ^ ^X * and 
( 4 ) V^(fY) = f ^ Y + (Xf )Y, 
where X,Y, e D\M) and f,g e C°°(M). 
Let U be the domain of an allowable coordinate system (x^) and 
{ e . = i=1, ...jnj'be the corresponding basis for D\U). 
^ bx^ 
Then there e x i s t functions, P ( i , j , k = 1, n) on U 
such that 
These connection coefficients are not components of any tensor, 
f o r i f (y*) i s argr other allowable coordinate system on U with 
connection c o e f f i c i e n t s , F"* i t i s easy to v e r i f y using ( 3 ) , 
- 4 -
( 4 ) and ( 3 ) that the transformation equation i s 
' " ^1? V ' V 
Let V,W € D\M), VyW i s the covariant derivative of W with 
respect to V. I f V = fS. and W = g«'e. then 
^k - *' 
0 
^x 
I n p a r t i c u l a r , i f we substitute V = e^, where i s the 
Kronecker 'delta', we obtain the c l a s s i c a l expression for 
covariant d i f f e r e n t i a t i o n : 
k 
g^ - C7 w ) ^ - + g* 
Let o(.tI — b e a curve. A vector f i e l d X(t) on o< i s sa i d 
to be p a r a l l e l along i f V, (x(t)) = 0 for a l l t e l . 
Let U be the domain of a coordinate system, ( x ^ ) , such that 
U p o i ( j ) where J c z I . Writing x ^ ( t ) = x ^ ( o ( ( t ) ) and 
X( t ) = X^(t) - r r obtain the d i f f e r e n t i a l equations 
2>x^  
# * r l ^ ' ^ - 0 U = 1 . . . . , n ) 
as conditions for X to be p a r a l l e l along c<. 
CK, i s a geodesic on M i f V, 0(0 = 0 « I " » coordinate system 
t h i s means that 
il ^ p k d x i ^ 0^ 
dt^ dt dt 
I f V i s an affine connection on M we define the torsion and 
- 5 -
eurvature tensor f i e l d s by 
T(X,Y) = V^ ( Y ) - Vy(x) - CX,Y], 
R(X,Y) = Vx^Y-Vy^- Vjx^Yj-
Clearly T e ©^(M), that i s , T i s a tensor f i e l d of type ( l , 2 ) o 
We a l s o have R e D^(M)O I f { e ^ } i s a basis of vector f i e l d s 
i n a domain U, then we define the components of T and R by 
T(e^,e.) = 3 $ j e ^ a n d 
^ L®i»®jJ ~ «ij ©ic* i t i s easy to veri f y that 
=r?j-r'i- « i j ' - ^ 
R? ="^r5k - i)rL + r*^  r"" - -c ' ^ r * ' . 
T c i j -i-^. * I dm j k jm i k ®ijl mk* 
dx dx*" 
Let M be a C~ manifold. Mis a Riemannian maaaafold i f there 
e x i s t s a tensor f i e l d g & Ji^i^ s a t i s f y i n g 
( i ) g(X,Y) = g(Y,X) for a l l X,Y e D\M). 
( i i ) g i s a positive definte form on M X M for 
p P P 
a l l p e M. I f i n ( i i ) we replace 'positive definite' with 
'non-degenerate' we have a pseudo-Riemannian manifoldo Generally 
i n t h i s t h e s i s we w i l l understand 'Riemannian' to include 
'pseudo-Riemanndan'« 
The fundamental theorem of Riemannian ge cane try states that on 
a Riemannian manifold there e x i s t s a unique symmetric connection, 
V , the Riemannian connection, s a t i s f y i n g : 
(a) the torsion f i e l d i s zero, 
i . e . , [X,Y] = VjjY - VyX for a l l X,Y e D^(M)| 
- 6 -
(b) g i s invariant uxider p a r a l l e l translation, 
i . e . , Vjjg =» 0 f o r a l l X G D^(M) ( [ 3 J , p . 4 8 ) 
being symmetric means that " ^ j i = 1 » • • « » 
Irom (a) i t follows that a l l the constants c^. are zero, 
i 
I f (x ) i s an allowable coordinate system on M with domain U, 
we define the components of g with respect to (x^) by 
Let M be a Riemannian manifold with metric g. The mapping 
c(>dJ — » M i s an isometiy i f 
( i ) 0 i s a diffeomorphism, 
( i i ) g i s invariant under (jj , (^g = g) 
i . e . , g(X,Y) = g((j^X, <j>^ Y) for a l l X,Y i n D\M), 
1 o 2 The exponential map, normal coordinates and normal tensors 
Let M be a C°° manifold with affine connection and p^ an'L 
a r b i t r a r y point of M. W, a neighbourhood of M, i s said to be 
simple convex i f f o r a l l d i s t i n c t points p,q of W there e x i s t s 
a unique geodesic (pq) joining them and lying wholly i n W. Let 
(x''') be an allowable coordinate system on N , a sijnple convex 
^o 
open neighbourhood of p . We say that N i s a normal 
neighbourhood of p^* ^ '^ p i s the tangent space to M at p^ 
we define the mapping Exp sU — > N (U being an open neighbourhood 
of 0 i n M ) as follows: 
" '^o 
Let p e N and oc be the unique geodesic parameterisQ^ 
0^ 
so that o^io) = pf^and ot(l) = p. I f a<, (0 ) = X then the mapping 
- 7 -
X — ^ p i s the exponential mapping at p^ and Bxp^ X = p. 
' o 
U i s then the domain of Exp (= Bxp ) withthe required range N . 
Bxp »U —» i s a d i f f eomorphismo As (p^)} is the basis Po ^ X 
of M resulting from (x^) we have X = y^ "^PQ^ 
PQ ^X 
X 6 M . The mapping N f/^" given by 
PQ PO 
p = E3q)(X) — ^ ( y \ ..o, y"^ ) assigns a normal coordinate 
system with origin p^ to N . The normal coordinate system 
— — — — — — — — — ^o 
(y^) i s derived from the allowable coordinate system (x^)o 
Let be a diffeomorphism of M and X e D^  (M). We define 
another vector f i e l d X^ by the assignment p — ^ ^^^^"^ (p)^ '''<^ '^  (p)^' 
Suppose that for a l l vector fields X,Y € D^(M) we have 
(V^Y)*^ = ^<J,Y^ <J) i s said to be an affine transformation 
of M with respect to V and V is invariant under <|>. 
I f oC i s a geodesic and ^  an affine transformation then 
0 , that i s , W o (x) is also a geodesioo 
We deduce that j> commutes with Exp, 
i.e., (Exp,, X o 4)X = (a> o Exp^ )X for a l l X e M . 
<pVPo' ' ^o ^o 
Further i f X(t) is parallel on o<, then (X(t))''' i s parallel 
on (</> o o(). 
Let U be a normal neighbourhood of p^ € M and let X 0 
be fixed i n M so that Exp X e U. The mapping 0^1 -^^ U 
^o 
given by t — ^ Exp tX is clearly a geodesic through p^, where 
I i s an open neighbourhood of fR such that (r(l) c U. I f (y^ J 
- 8 -
i s a normal coordinate system origin p^ derived from the 
system { x ^ j on U iand X = "^^o^* "® 
^x 
y-^ CcrCtX)) = y j ( B x p t * - ^ ( p ^ ) ) = tV. Hence in 
noirmal coordinates geodesies through p^ are of the form 
0 ) y ^ t ) = t>i^. 
Now d^: ( 0 ) = , but being cGmponents of X for the basis 
i X 
' - \ ( p ^ ) ] o f M , i t follows that i^)^ = ) 
I ox *^o 0 
Henee 
entries of the transformation Jacobian of M are 
P 
Let X € M be such that p = Exp X e N . Then the 
0^ d i f f e r e n t i a l map (a Exp)„:(M ) M can be written as a 
PQ * P 
linear map M U by identifying the tangent space at a 
j ^o P 
point of a vector space with the vector space i t s e l f . Suppose 
that t i s the matrix of this map with respect to given bases. 
The following conventional notation w i l l be used to denote the 
entries of this matrix ([l63, p,1032 ) : 
Greek suffices w i l l be used for components of elements of M^  , 
*M and tensor products of these spaces (vectors and tensors 
*^o 
"at PQ"); Roman suffices w i l l indicate components of vectors 
and tensors "at p". So with respect to the bases-[^j^ • of 
M and ( - ^ } of M (oC,i = 1, n) we write t = ( t ^ ) . 
Po Bx^ P 
t i s also the matrix of the dual map, (*Ejqp)^ .^M —>*M with 
respect to corresponding bases (dx^} and (dx°*}. For i f u = (uj) 
- 9 -
i s the matr ix of the dual map and we choose d = i^) e "M^ 
and Y = (Y*) e , the r e U t i o n 
((<'Exp)j^(e))(Y) = 0 ( ( d acp)^(Y)) , gives us 
• ^ i ^ i ^ * ^ - Taking 9 and Y as basis elements we obtain 
u = t . 
The map £xp:U —^ N being a diffeomorphism, i t fo l lows 
^o 
f rom the inverse f u n c t i o n theorem f o r manifolds that (d £xp)^ 
i s a l i nea r isomorphismo Henee t has an inverse, t ^ = (t*^)o 
Let U be a normal neighbourhood of p^e M and (y^) the 
normal coordinate system o r i g i n p^ and domain U. The a f f i n e 
oonnec t ion ' ' ^ has c o e f f i c i e n t s " f j j ^ ' From ( l ) we know that 
the so lu t ion of the d i f f e r e n t i a l equations f o r geodesies 
^ 2^ * / j k dt dt 
i s = W f i x e d , i = 1, n ) . Hence we have 
a t Pjj» ^^r'jk^o^'' '*^^ °* ^^^^ geodesies 
through p^ , we deduce 
Let T^' ' '** be components of any tensor f i e l d wi th respect p q . . . 
t o an allowable coordinate system (x^) and ^T^^'' * i t s components 
pq.o. 
w i t h respect t o the derived normal coordinate system (y ) . Then 
using (2) we have 
(5) ( T ^ j ' " ) = ( < . T i j — ) , 
^ Pq««» o pq..o o 
A f f i n e normal tensors are defined at p^ as f o l l o w s : 
Note tha t the connection c o e f f i c i e n t s , ^P^ j^ are components of 
- 10 -
a tensor (unl ike P J j ^ ) . For l e t ( x ^ , ( x ' ^ ) be allowable 
aoordinate systems w i t h domains U, U' and ( y ^ , ( y ' ^ ) the 
corresponding normal coordinates o r i g i n p , where p 6 U nU 'o 
d ^ . k 
On a geodesic through p we have i 3 L = ) j^^d 
^ dt dt o 
^ = ( f ^ ) , , whence we have y ^ = ( ^ ) ^ • ^ Hence 
-.2 k 
= 0 and from 1.1 (6) we obtain 
^ y ' V ' ° 
Repeated d i f f e r e n t i a t i o n of (?) and evaluation a t p^ shows that 
we are j u s t i f i e d i n asserting that (A^. , ) i s a tensor, 
JiU««oP o 
Suppose now that M i s an n-dimensional ftlemannlan manifold 
and (y^) a normal coordinate system o r i g i n p^ i n a normal 
neighbourhood W, Wri t ing *g = ( " s ^ j ) metric tensor, 
we have ds = {'g^^dy^dy*'!. The d i f f e r e n t i a l equations 
f o r geodesies are given by 
2 i . j k 
* * r ^ k dJ" °* connection 
ds 
c o e f f i c i e n t s are C h r i s t o f f e l symbols. I t fo l lows that along 
, j k 
any geodesic * 6 - i , ' ^ ~ T ^ = e, where e i s the indicator of jic GLS ds 
the geodesic. 
A necessary and s u f f i c i e n t condit ion that (y*^) be a 
normal coordinate system, is 
(8) ^S^/ = CSiPoy ' ' ( Q l J , pp.11,12). 
We define Riemannian normal tensors at p^ by 
^ * ^ k l . . p ^ o " ( •^p-- -* '^ lVs^ ' '^o ' ^"^''^^ " inverse 
of g. Using a method out l ined by O.Veblen [13J we w i l l obtain 
-11 -
re la t ionships between Riemannian and a f f i n e normal tensors. 
We f i r s t note the r e l a t i o n 
^ j k l = ^ ^ ^ j k l * ^ ^ j k l ^ * ^ curvature 
tensor. "g ^ = ("g^'') being invariant under p a r a l l e l 
t r a n s l a t i o n , we have 
(10) u ' \ ^ = \ u ' ^ * Tt^'s"' * r i ' s " " = ° -
Using (4) and (10) we have 
D i f f e r e n t i a t i n g (10) p a r t i a l l y w i t h respect to y"*", we obtain 
(12) 2 ^ V « ' ' * O'lT^)'^"^ * T L ® ! ' * " ' ) 
Dsing (9 ) , 
( 1 0 ' - * < \ i ) o ' 
where = ' s ' ^ ^ g ^ ^ j j j j ^ are components of the Ricc i tensor 
of type (0 ,2) . We continue d i f f e r e n t i a t i n g p a r t i a l l y wi th 
respect t o y™, y " , evaluating at p^, contracting and using 
r e l a t ions obtained e a r l i e r , thus ge t t ing a sequence of re la t ions 
between Eiemannian and a f f i n e normal tensors at p^ l i k e (14) 
above. The next two re la t ions are 
(15) ( • e i j ) „ C « ' L ) o = ^ . ( \ i , J o ' 
(16) (•'HiK^'^^.L.K' ^ = ' < ^ ) o < * ^ ) o - 2 t ^ > o 
-pmn'o' h i a ' o ' ~ i j ' 
nhere. S' denotes summation over the three terms: subscript 1 f o r 
the f i r s t normal tensor i n the product, injn:forv^second(as above); 
m f o r f i r s t , l , n f o r second; n f o r f i r s t , l ,m f o r second. 
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1.3 The distance f u n c t i o n and Ruse's invariant 
Let M be a Riemannian manifold and W a normal neighbourhood. 
Let p^,p e W. We define the distance f u n c t i o n , Xl:W X W —?»IR 
by 
(1) / I ( p ^ , p ) = ^ e r 2 , 
where r = d(pQ,p) i s the length of the unique geodesic arc (p^p) 
and e i s the indicator of the metr ic . Clearly -0. i s a symmetric 
f u n c t i o n and being defined independently of any coordinate 
system i s a two-point invar iant f u n c t i o n . I f (p^p) i s non-
n u l l and p = Exp sX, where X e U i s a uni t vector, then 
Pp ^o 
we have r = |s{ . Let (y^) be the coordinates of p wi th 
respect t o a normal coordinate system centre p and X = X — K p )e 
° ^y^ ° 
Then y^ = X ^ and i'^S^^)^^^^^ = e. 
Hence we obtain 
(2) - a = i ( * g i . ) / y j . 
D i f f e r e n t i a t i n g , fl^ = ^ = i'*S^^)^^ 
•2>y* 
= ^ S i j y ^ , using 1.2(8), 
We deduce. 
(3) * g ^ j / l . = y^ » X S , 
tha t i s , * g ^ j j ^ . = s g i , 
where d/ds denotes d i f f e r e n t i a t i o n along the geodesic arc (p^p). 
(3) being a tensor equation , we have 
s , where (x^) i s any coordinate 
system i n W. (4) i s derived by considering p^ f i x e d and varying 
the point w i t h coordinates (x"*"), namely p . I f however we f i x 
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p and vary the point with coordinates (x*) , namely p^, the 
syimnetry of gives us 
(5) g-'P-a. = -
dx" 
^ - ds 
The negative sign follows since differentiation along the 
geodesic arc (pp ) i s - r^. In the case of normal coordinates 
•o' *- ds" 
origin p we have 
(6) y«* = - 'g-^'n^ = -*r2« , 
where OQp = 
(The distinction between coordinates (y^) and (y*^ must be 
c l a r i f i e d . In the case of allowable coordinates on W with 
f ixed origin, (xP^ ) and (x^) are the coordinates of the variable ' 
points Pp and p respectively. However with normal coordinates 
origin p^, (y**) and (y^) are both coordinates of p, but are 
used to distinguish the respective cases: 
( i ) p^ varying and p f ixed, 
( i i ) Pp f ixed and p varying). 
Now -fl(pQ,p) being a function of the coordinates (x*) of p^ 
and (x^) of p we can obtain an n x n matrix with entries 
Define J = det (-^ o^ti^  and i t s modulus by | J / . 
The discriminant function or Ruse's invariant i s 
(7) ^ ( P , . P ) = § , 
where g = det(g^P and g^ = det(g.t|3). I t i s immediately 
evident that ^ > 0 ( Ql] , p . l8 ) . ^(p^tP) i s a two-point 
invariant'.!?iunction symmetric i n p^ and p. We obtain a simpler 
- I n -
form for yO in terms of normal coordinates as follows: 
r 3x^ 
whence 
(8) . = « , ( . ) -
o dKXj^ t • o. , x^; . 
But from the transformation formula for tensors, 
.2 
g = *g^jn--! r/ and so 
gg. o As *g = g at p^, we have 
~0 
Notes ( i ) Equation (8) shows that i^g^^) i s non-
singular, an assumption made in the definition of 
( i i ) From (9) i s deduced 
(10) yo —? 1 as p — > Pq. 
We now derive a connection between the Laplacian 
and p for f ixed p and variable p. Using A^-^^ = "fi-^i 
and (3) we have 
A . - Q = n + y^-^logJ57 
= n + los A 
I n any allowable coordinate system (x^) this i s 
(12) A^ri = n + rf^log^. 
We note that A^lr^ n as p —^ p^. 
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1.4 D e f i n i t i o n of harmonic Riemannian manifolds 
We give three equivalent d e f i n i t i o n s f o r harmonic Riemannian 
manifolds. Let M be an ana ly t ic Riemannian manifold and 
p^ M. W i s a normal neighbourhood centre p^ .^ Then M i s 
a harmonic Riemannian manifold i f independsntly of p^ e i ther 
( i ) there ex is t s a non-constant so lu t ion of Laplace's 
equation, = 0 , i n W which i s a f u n c t i o n of i l = i l ( p p , p ) 
but otherwise i s independent of p e W; or 
( i i ) Ag-^^ i s a f unc t i on of i l = i^(pQ,p) but i s 
otherwise independent of p e W; or 
( i i i ) yO = yO(Pp,p) i s a func t ion of i l , but i s otherwise 
independent of p . 
I f M i s harmonic, the so lu t ion of Laplace's equation u = - y j ^ i f l ) 
i s known as the elementary f u n c t i o n and the f u n c t i o n ^^(-O.) 
i s known as the character is t ic f u n c t i o n . See ( j l l j , pp. 35-¥) 
f o r the equivalence of the three defi i ibions. I n establishing 
t h i s equivalence, the fo l l owing re la t ions between the elementary 
f u n c t i o n , the character is t ic f unc t i on and Ruse's invariant are 
derived f o r an n-dimensional harmonic space: 
= * ^' 
where a,A,B are a rb i t a ry constants, 
(2) X ( - a ) = n . + 2i25^1ogyo(n), and 
(3) ^ ( A ) = exp J ^ M - L i } d«. 
By v i r tu® of the symmetric property of yO^  namely yo(p,Pp) = yo(pQ,p) 
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we deduce that the three funct ions jrifL), ^i-H.) and yo(-Q) are 
independent of base po in t , p^. As an example of harmonic 
spaces, i t can be shown that a l l Riemannian spaces of constant 
curvature are harmonic ( ( j l i ] » ppo26-30). The characteris t ic 
f u n c t i o n and Ruse's invar iant are given by 
U ) X ^ - ^ ^ = ^ (n - O V ^ c o t J a u T , 
2 nsrrrrflrl 
(5) pill) = IsMUMfr 
I \ 2K-a / 
where K i s the curvature of U and n the dimension. 
A special case of harmonic manifolds occurs when the 
character is t ic f u n c t i o n and hence also Ruse's invar iant are 
constant - the simply harmonic manifolds. Again three equivalent 
d e f i n i t i o n s are given. Let M be any n-dimensional harmonic 
space. Then M i s simply harmonic i f e i ther 
(i) . the elementary f u n c t i o n - j r i - f l ) i s given by 
nH 
f m = f A / j J l j 2 + B ( n > 2 ) 
A l o g i l + B (n = 2 ) , 
where A,B are a r b i t r a r y constants, or 
( i i ) the character is t ic f u n c t i o n , X(-^)» i s constant, namely 
= n , or 
( i i i ) Ruse's invar ian t , ^ ( - Q ) , i s constant, namely 
^ ( - n . ) = 1. 
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1.5 Conditions f o r harmonic manifolds 
Two sets of conditions have been derived f o r a Riemannian . 
manifold to be harmonic. 
I Gbpson and Ruse equations ([llj 2.5). These equations 
were f i r s t obtained without proof i n ^^l^P, but the proof was 
given by A . Lichnerowicz i n 19A4 [sj. Relations between 
a f f i n e normal tensors and metric tensors are derived as f o l l o w s : 
Let M be any analyt ic Riemannian manifold and p^e M. 
N i s a mormal neighbourhood of p wi th normal coordinate 
^ ° i ° i system (y ) . (*g. .) i s the metric tensor and ( * P . , ) the i j JK 
C h r i s t o f f e l symbols. From 1.3(ll) we deduce 
- ni, - n * ' p y -
M being analyt ic we can expand i n a Maclaurin series. 
Using the d e f i n i t i o n of a f f i n e normal tensors t h i s becomes 
since ( A ^ ^ ^ = 0. Let P € have coordinates (y^) and 
p = Exp Xs, where s = d(pjj,p) and X = (X^) e M i s a uni t 
^o 
vector . We have oo Z r j k k 
| r (AJ.. J. i ^ ) x x \ . . . x ^ 
Suppose now that M i s harmonic. Then A g - ^ - 'X^-^) can 
be expanded i n a neighbourhood of p^ i n the Maclaurin series 
oo 
~ 2t t 
t=0 2 « 
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where the ind ica tor , e, s a t i s f i e s (*g i j )o^^^ ' ' = ®» Hence, 
(2) = 2 | ^ % ^ * \ o ) ( o g ) . . . (og j^ ) x j . . x 
2 t=0 *• 1 ^2t-2^2t-1 
From the uniqueness of the Uaclaurin series we obtain the Copson 
flflclJBMaft equations v a l i d f o r a l l P^e M: 
(3 
2t-1> *10lc , . . .k2 t - , ° ^ ^ ' ' ^ * i ° V 3 " ' ' V 2 ^ 2 t - l ' ' 
^^2t^  i ^ k ^ . o ^ k ^ ^ 
Here S denotes summation i s taken over a l l permutations of the 
f r e e indices and 
* 2 * * S . t i 
Now Xi-^) being independent of the base point p^, i t fo l lows 
that %^^\o) and hence a l l h^ are independent of p^ and are 
constants on M. 
I I Ledger's recurrence formula. These conditions f i r s t 
derived i n 1934 by AoJeLedger re la te curvature and metric 
tensors i n any allowablecoordinate system. An outl ine of the 
de r iva t ion of t h i s formula i s given below. For detai ls see 
( j l l j 2.6. 
W i s a simple convex neighbourhood of a Riemannian 
manifold M and (x^) aiyr allowable coordinate system on W, 
For p (x^) f i x e d i n W we consider the geodesic,<r, jo in ing p^ 
'^ o 'o o 
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t o p . For \a\<S i n W we have corresponding t o (l) the 
Maclaurin series 
(5) h V -
ifere c = (D'^4„-Q) « , where D i s the absolute derivative r 2 s=0 
along the geodesic . 
i f M i s harmonic, comparison of (5) w i th (2) gives the 
conditions 
^2t-1 
^ " ^ ^ . . - l ^ S t - I ^ S t = 2t(2t)' AJ.,^^^^J^^ 
= 2t (2t ) 'h S(g . . . . g ) , 
* *2t-2*2t-1 
(7) ^ ' ^ V . - . k ^ ^ C g ^ ^ = 0 , 
k k 
Where 2^* , = 'd^^/iX^'dX ^ ^X. ^'^ and h i s given 
•'*r"*2t-1 ^ 
by (4 ) . 
The fo l l owing d e f i n i t i o n s are made: 
Let (TJ) be any analy t ic t e n s o r - f i e l d on W. We wri te T^ = ^(T^) 
and t r T = T\ The matrices A and JL are defined by 71= ( i 2 ^ . ) 
and 71 = d p = (HJI A - " - ) . Then we have 
since trace and absolute derivat ive commute. Now 
t r H = ^ 1 ^ ^ , where (RJ^) i s the R icc i tensor. We 
d i f f e r e n t i a t e the r e l a t i o n i l ^ / i , = 2/1 twice covariantly, 
f i r s t w i t h respect to x^ , then w i t h respect t o x , use the 
R i c c i i d e n t i t y and obtain 
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Applying the operator and using Leibniz 's theorem we have 
'-^1*1 * ' - ^ r = ' ^ ^ r * ^ = 2 4 ^ * P ( r - 1 ) 
Evaluation f o r s = 0 and the pa r t i cu la r case r = 1 gives CA )^^  = 0« 
Hence Ledger's recurrence formula holds f o r eyery point 
(8) ( r • D A , = r ( r - D H ^ ^ - ( r > 2 ) . 
To obtain the curvature conditions f o r a harmonic manifold 
we put r = 2,3» . . . i n (8 ) . 
For r = 2 i n (8) we have = f E f whence 
Cg = trAg = f t r l = f Hji,X''x*'. 
Subst i tu t ing t = 1 i n (6) gives | R^j^ = Sh^Sji^* 
i . e 
For r = 3 i n (8) we have = 111^, whence 
Subs t i tu t ing t = 1 i n (7) and changing notat ion gives 
S imi l a r l y from r = 4 i n (8) and t = 2 i n (6) we have 
Also 
( V ^^^i3.aM - ' ^ i M » ' i a p . m ) = ° ( r = 5, t = 2 i n ( 7 ) ) a M 
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= V ^ ' l j S k l V ) ( r = 6 . t = 3 in ( 6 ) ) . 
Further condit ions, (9g) , (9y ) , . o . can be derived but the 
ca lcu la t ion becomes progressively more involved. 
1.6 Properties of harmonic spaces 
I n t h i s section theorems on harmonic spaces w i l l be stated 
mainly without proof . 
The mean value theorems f o r harmonic funct ions i n harmonic 
spaces of p o s i t i v e - d e f i n i t e metric were published by T.JoWillmore 
i n 1950, 
Theorem 1 Let M be a harmonic space of pos i t ive -de f in i t e metric 
and u be a funct ion, .harmonic i n a neighbourhood U. Let P^^ ^ 
and S(pp;r) be any geodesic sphere centre p^ and radius r > 0 
such that S(pp;r) c U. Then i f yu(u;p^;r) i s the mean value of 
u over S = S(pp;r) given by 
^ ( u ; p p ; r ) = J^ u d v ^ y | ^ d v ^ ^ , 
where dv ^ i s the volume element i n S, we hav@ n-1 
^ ( u ; PQJ r ) = u(Po). 
;_Ttore are two. forms of -converse of Theorem 1 . 
Theorem 2 Let M be a harmonic space of pos i t ive -de f in i t e metric 
and u be a f unc t i on of class 2 on a neighbourhood U such that 
f o r a l l Pp€ U, JJiivi}^^; r) = u(pp), 
then u i s a harmonic f u n c t i o n i n U. 
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Theorem 5 Let U be an analyt ic Riemannian manifold wi th 
p o s i t i v e - d e f i n i t e metr ic . Suppose that f o r every func t ion u 
harmonic i n any neighbourhood U of M we haveyjL(u; p^; r ) = "(p^) 
then M i s a harmonic manifold. 
For proofs of Theorems 1 t o 3 see [ l l ] 2,4. 
Theorem 4 A l l harmonic manifolds are Einste in manifolds. 
Proof See 1,5 (9^). 
Def in i t i ons (1) A Riemannian manifold i s conformally f l a t i f 
i t i s l o c a l l y conformal to a f l a t manifold, 
(2) A Riemannian manifold i s of normal hvperbolic 
metric i f the signature of i t s fundamental quadratic form i s 
^ (n - 2 ) , where n i s the dimension of the manifold, (Here 
signature i s defined as the number of posi t ive minus the number of 
negative terms when the quadratic form i s diagonalised), 
Theorem 5 A l l harmonic manifolds of dimension 2 or 3 are of 
constant curvature. 
Proof Let M be a two-dimensional harmonic manifold. 
Then the curvature i s given by 
_ ^1212 ^ ^1212 ^ i j 
^11^22 " ^2^21 ^ ^ i j * 
since g R^^ = - 6^^^-1212* ^eing an Eins te in manifold we 
deduce immediately that K i s constant on M 
I t can also be shown that a l l three-dimensional 
E ins te in spaces and a l l n-dimensional conformally f l a t Einste in 
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spaces are of constant curvature. This w i l l complete the proof 
of Theorem 5 and g ive : 
Theorem 6 A l l conformally f l a t harmonic manifolds are of 
constant curvature. 
Theorem 7 A l l harmonic manifolds w i t h normal hyperbolic metric 
are manifolds of constant curvature. 
This theorem was f i r s t proved by A.LichnerowicJs and A.&.Walker 
i n 1945; the proof can be found i n [ l l ] pp. 68-71. 
As a coro l l a ry to Theorems 5,6 and 7 we have: 
Theorem 8 I f a simply harmonic manifold has one of the fo l lowing 
proper t ies , then i t i s l o c a l l y f l a t : 
( i ) i t has dimension 2 or 3> or 
( i i ) i t i s conformally f l a t , or 
( i i i ) i t i s of normal hyperbolic metr io . 
Theorem 9 Every simply harmonic manifold of pos i t i ve -de f in i t e 
metric i s l o c a l l y f l a t o 
Proof See [ l l ] p.71. 
The set of harmonic manifolds contains the set of manifolds of 
constant curvature as a subset. I t i s i t s e l f a proper subset 
of the set of Eins te in manifolds. That i t i s a proper subset 
can be shown by the f o l l o w i n g example. 
Example Let M be the 4-dimensional Riemannian manifold 
w i t h metric 
ds^ = 2 du dv + 2 Rg(e^^"z^)du^ + |dz/^ . 
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where z = x + i y , k i s a constant and R ( ) means ' r e a l part 
o f ' , Wr i t ing x"* = x , = y , x = u , x^ = v , the metric 
tensor has matr ix 
( g ^ j ) = / I g * " ^ ^ ' ^ \ * °2 ^ i d e n t i t y 
and zero matrices of order 2 respectively and A = / 2f 1 \ , 
1 0/ 
where f = f ( x ' ' , x ^ , x ^ ) = ( ( x ^ ) ^ - (x^)^)cos 2kx^ - 2 x^x^ s in 2kx^. 
M i s of normal hyperbolic metr ic ; however i t i s not of constant 
curvature. (For example: 
^23fl3 = 2 s i n 2 k x ^ g2^g33 - 623g3^ = 0, but 
^2323 " 2 COS 2kx^, gggg^^ - gg^g^g = 2 f ( x \ x ^ x ^ ) . ) 
From Theorem 7 we deduce that U i s not harmonic. 
I t i s easy to v e r i f y that the R icc i tensor i s i d e n t i c a l l y zero 
and hence M i s an Eins te in manifold which not harmonic. 
1.7 Decomposable harmonic spaces 
Let and be Riemannian manifolds of dimension m and m' 
respect ively . Let n = m + m' and consider the product space 
M = X U^. This i s given a Riemannian structure as 
f o l l o w s : 
( i ) Let p = ( q , r ) € M. I f N^, N^ are neighbourhoods of 
q , r respect ively i n , respect ively, then N^ = N^ X N^ 
i s a neighbourhood of p i n M, 
( i i ) For each point p i n the topological space M, a coordinate 
system (x^) can be given which can be considered as the product 
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' l -in L 
2 
Let p = (q«r) e Mo Then we use the f olloning notational 
of two systems of coordinates (x^) i n and ( z ) i n M^ o 
convention for coordinates: 
p has coordinates (x^) i = 1,2, ..», n; 
q has coordinates ( z ' ^ ) <^  = 1,2, .e., m; 
r has coordinates (z*^ ) c3(.* = 1,2, ..o, m' 
or = iiH-1, iDf2, ..o, no 
The coordinate system ( z ^ ) on M i s said to be decomposable, 
( i i i ) U i s given the metric 
ds^ = g . j d z V , 
that i s , 
(1) ds^ = g^pdz^dz^ + g^.^.dz'^'dz^', 
where the two sums on the right of ( l ) give the metrics on 
and Mg respectively. 
Definition A Eiemannian manifold i s decomposable i f i t i s 
l o c a l l y isometric to the product of two Riemannian manifolds. 
Let M 3 X Mg be a decomposable Riemannian manifold 
and T = ( T ^ j ' ^ J ) be a tensor f i e l d on M. For any given r s V 
i1 k component T we can substitute a Greek l e t t e r which i s rs.«.b 
eit h e r unprimed or primed. For example we can substitute 
ex. f o r i i f l ^ i ^ m o r ©<.• for i i f m + 1 ^ i ^ n . Hence 
the components of T can be partitioned into three c l a s s e s : 
(a) The f i r s t c l a s s of T i s the set of components for 
which every substitution i s unprimed. 
(b) The second c l a s s of T i s the set of components for 
which every substitution i s primed. 
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(c) The mixed c l a s s of T i s the set of components for 
which some substitutions are unprimed and some are primed. 
Clearly the three classes are invariant under a decomposable 
coordinate transformation. I n par t i c u l a r i f one of the three 
c l a s s e s i s empty i n one decomposable coordinate system, i t i s 
empty i n a l l decomposable coordinate systems. ^ 
Definit i o n A tensor f i e l d T on M = X i s seperable i f 
i n a decomposable coordinate system the mixed c l a s s of T i s 
empty. T i s decomposable i f i t i s seperable and i t s f i r s t 
c l a s s depends only on variables of and i t s second class 
only on variables of M^ , 
I f T i s decomposable each non-empty c l a s s defines a 
tensor f i e l d on and Mg. The sum, contraction and contracted 
product of decomposable tensor f i e l d s are decomposable. I n 
p a r t i c u l a r the metric, curvature, E i c c i and affine normal tensor 
f i e l d s are decomposable. 
Theorem 10 Every decomposable harmonic manifold i s simply 
harmonic. 
Proof This i s a modification of the proof of A.Lichnerowiez [ S ] . 
Let M = X be a decomposable harmonic 
manifold. Let (y^) be a nonnal coordinate system origin p^, 
which i s decomposable into the normal coordinate systems, 
(y°^ ) o r i g i n and (y"^*) origin r ^ . M being harmonic the 
Copson and Ruse equations are v a l i d and using the notation of 
1.5 we have for t ^ 1 
ijk^...fc2^^ t jk^ iCgic^ ^2t-2^2t-1 
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Now l e t t > 2 and suppose that we substitute a positive even 
number of both unprimed and primed Greek l e t t e r s for the 2t 
l e t t e r s j , k^, ^2t-1* Normal tensors being decomposable, 
the component on the l e f t of (2) i s zero, but the factor of 
h^ on the right i s not i d e n t i c a l l y zero. For example, 
i f t = 2, 
which implies that h. "g^/g 1 1 = 0 c<,A= 1,...,m 
ot',j3' = mf1, .., n . 
We deduce that = 0 ^or t ^ 2 and hence that 
(3) 'X^*^(0) = 0 ( t ^ 2 ), where ^ ( - ^ i s the . 
eh a r a c t i i r i s t i c function of M. 
Lichnerowicz derived an (incorrect) inequality r e l a t i n g 
%'\o) and l^^hoh The correct version due to T.J.Willmore 
i s 
^ 2 A (4) 
Pi-om (3) and (4) we deduce that V\o) = 0 f o r t ^ 1 and 
hence that %iSL) - n. 
Q.e.d. 
An alternative argument (see j j l l ] pp. 214''2l6) cna be summarised 
as follows: 
Consider a decomposable normal coordinate system on M = X 
o r i g i n p^ = (q^, r ^ ) and l e t p = (q,r) be i n the corresponding 
normal neighbourhood of p^. Let -Q, £1^ , and ^ » ^ » ^2 
denote the distance and discriminant functions i n l i , and 
Mg respectively. 
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I t i s easy to v e r i f y 
(5) i l = -n^ + X\. and 
(6) f> = / > , ^ . 
Suppose now that M i s harmonic so t h a t ^ i s e s s e n t i a l l y a 
function ofjQ. alone. From equations (3) and (6) i t follows 
that t h i s i s possible i f and only i f 
= constant, = constant. yO^ 
An objection to the argument above runs as follows: 
Suppose that there e x i s t s an m-dimensional Riemannian 
manifold, , whose c h a r a c t e r i s t i c and discriminant functions 
are expressed i n terms of the distance function, fl^, by 
X^{n^) = m + 2/}^ and 
Suppose further that there e x i s t s an m'-dimensional Riemannian 
manifold, } ^ ^ , such that 
Xz^-^^ = * 2 and 
^2 
Clearly If^^and Uf^^axe harmonic and so i s t h e i r product, I P . 
Further r e l a t i o n s (5) and (6) are s a t i s f i e d , but i s a 
decomposable harmonic manifold which i s nor simply harmonic. 
I t i s not easy to see 'a p r i o r i ' why manifolds M*^  and M*^  
with these c h a r a c t e r i s t i c and discriminant functions cannot 
e x i s t . 
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CHAFTER I I 
SYMMETRIC SPACES 
2.1 Isometry groups of Riemannian manifolds 
Let M be any anal y t i c Memannian manifold. I(M) , the set of 
a l l isometries of U, i s a group under composition of mappings, 
known as the isometry group of M. We give I(M) a topology,tT, 
the compact-open topology, as follows ( { ^ ] , p.l67)<» 
Let C and U be respectively compact and open subsets 
of U and l e t 
W(C, U) = fg: g(c) c U, g 6 I(M)}. 
i s the smallest topology containing a l l the sets W(C, U); 
i t has a countable b a s i s , ^1, consisting of a l l f i n i t e i n t e r -
sections of sets of the form W(0., 0.), where fo.} i s a 
countable basis of the topology of M, each 0^  having compact 
closure^iC (5], P«167 Lemma 2.1). 
There are four fundamental properties of I(M) : 
( i ) The group multiplication, I(M) X I(M) — > I(M) i s continuous. 
( i i ) The inverse mapping, I(M) — ^ I(M) i s continuous. 
( i i i ) The group action, I(M) X M U i s continuous. 
( i v ) I(M) i s l o c a l l y compact. 
From ( i ) and ( i i ) we deduce that I(M) with the compact-open 
topology i s a topological group ( [ } ] , p. 26). Properties 
( i ) to ( i v ) can be proved using sequences (see [5], pp. I67-I69). 
We w i l l give alternative proofs for ( i ) and ( i i i ) . 
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Proof of ( i ) Let B be any member of -0. and define 
B« = f(g,h) : gh 6 B, (g,h) € I(M) X I(M)}. 
Clearly i s non-empty. We show that B'' i s open. 
Choose (g^,h^)€B''. Now B being a basis element, there 
e x i s t r an integer, N, and sequences f i ^ , i ^ ^ } , f , j ^ } 
such that 
= A W(0 r 
For each r , we have 
i^M d S "''o , i . e . , h^O^ and (g "^0. ) ' are 
r •'r r "'r 
d i s j o i n t closed sets . Ifow M being a metric space i s normal. 
Hence there e x i s t sequences of non-empty open sets H^ and 
such that H n K = 0, H h 0. and K z> (g^"^©. ) ' , r r r o 1^ r o 
( r = 1, N) (see, for example C6j, p.41, Theorem 2-6). 
0. being compact and g^ a homeomorphism, i t follows that 
C = H i s compact, r r 
Thus h^O. d H c C^ c g "^0, ( r = 1, N). 0 1 r r o J _ r r 
Now define 
"r 
Clearly (g^, h^) e X and X i s open i n the product 
topology. Further l e t (g, h) e X U^. Then 
gh(0. ) c gH c g C c 0 ( r = 1, K) 
r j j _ r 
i . e . , gh W(0^ , 0^  ) = B. 
r r 
Hence, X i s an open subset of B* and B"* i s open. 
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Proof of ( i i i ) We w i l l show that the mapping 
f :(g,p) — > g(p) of I(M) X M into U i s continuous. 
Let U be open i n M and choose any (g^iP^) i n f"^(U)o 
Denoting by N(p; s) the open sphere centre p and radius s, then 
there e x i s t s r ^0 such that ^U^ip^); r) c U . The sets 
°So = ^(fPo>' N(go(Po); r/2)) and N^^ = N(p^; r/2) 
are open i n I(M) and M respectively. 
Hence 0 X N i s an open neighbourhood of (g ,p ) i n I(M) X M 
and a subset of f (U), which proves the continuity of f . 
To summarise: I(M) i s a l o c a l l y compact topological transformation 
group of M. I n general I(M) i s disconnected. We w i l l denote 
by Gr the identity component of I(M), that i s , the component 
containing e = id^^. 
2.2 Symmetric Spaces 
Let U be a C°° manifold with affine connection V. Let 
p € M and N be a normal neighbourhood of p « For p 6 N o p o P_ *'o *^ o 
l e t be the unique geodesic parameterised so that ^(o) = 
and ^ p d ) = p. Then i f q = ^ ( - l ) , s^ i s the mapping 
N — ^ N given by s (p) = q. Al t e r n a t i v e l y s , the 
PQ PO PO PO 
geodesic symmetry at p . i s the mapping Exp (x) — ^ Exp (-X) 
Po Po 
f o r X e M . Hence i f (y^) i s a normal coordinate system 
Po 
with ori g i n p^. 
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2 Note that s i s involutive. i . e . , s = idjj but s f.^^ • 
Po Po p^ Po p^ 
We a l s o have (ds ) = - id^^ . 
Po Po p^ 
Definition ( l ) AC** manifold with affine connection, M, i s 
an a f f i n e l o c a l l y symmetric manifold i f for every point p^ of M, 
the geodesic symmetry, s , i s an affine transformation of a 
Po 
normal neighbourhood of p^. 
Let M be an af f i n e l o c a l l y symmetric manifold and F be 
a tensor f i e l d of odd degree, i . e . , F i s of type ( r , t ) , where 
( r + t ) i s of odd parit y . Let p^ 6 M and l e t X^, X^ e M 
*^ o 
, ooo, e'"il^ be arb i t r a r y contravariant and covariant 
vectors. We have 
s s s 
Fp (X^, X^, 0)^, o^) = Pp (X^ Po, .., X^ Po, co^  Po,..,a)^ Po) 
= F (-X^, -X^, -03, 'li>^) 
= (-1)'**F (X^, X^, 0)^, ...,6>^). 
Po 
Hence F = 0 on U. I n par t i c u l a r i f T and R are the torsion 
and curvature tensor f i e l d s respectively, T and VR are of degree 
3 iipi ;5 -respectively and :hence T .a - O , a i ^ YB. Oo 
The converse statement i s also true ([pjt PP0I64-163). 
Hence: 
A C*" manifold with an affine connection i s affine 
l o c a l l y symmetric i f and only i f T = 0 and VSL = 0, 
Definition (2) A C** manifold with affine connection, M, i s 
a (globally) affine symmetric manifold i f for every point 
p^ of M, the geodesic symmetry, s , i s an affine transformation 
Po 
of M. 
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These definitions extend naturally to Riemannian manifolds. 
Definition (5) A Riemannian manifold, M, i s a Riemannian 
l o c a l l y symmetric manifold i f for every point p^ of M, the 
Po 
o' 
geodesic symmetry, s^ , i s an isometxy of a normal neighbourhood 
P,, 
A l l Riemannian l o c a l l y symmetric spaces are affine 
l o c a l l y symmetric, since isometries are affine transformations. 
Definition ik) A Riemannian manifold, M, i s a Riemannian 
globally symmetric manifold i f every point p^ of M i s an 
is o l a t e d f i x e d point of an involutive isometry of M. 
Let M be a Riemannian globally symmetric manifold and 
cr be an involutive isometry with isolated f i x e d point p^. 
PQ ^ 
We w i l l show that cr = s and hence that every Riemannian p p ^o *^ o 
globally symmetric space i s l o c a l l y symmetric. This w i l l 
a l s o show that we could have equivalently have defined Riemannian 
globally symmetric spaces to be Riemannian manifolds i n 
which a l l geodesic symmetries are global isometries of U, 
i . e . , s 6 l(M) for a l l p^e M, 
Po 
Proof that <r = s Since p i s an isolated fixed point of 
PQ PO ° 
tr , there e x i s t s a normal neighbourhood, N of p , i n which 
Po Po ° 
^ (p) P i f P / P • Choose p 7^  p i n N and suppose that 
PQ ° ° Po 
p = Exp X (X e M ) . Writing T for the l i n e a r endomorphism 
PQ PO 
(do- ) of M , we see that M = V. + V„ (direct sum), 
Po Po Po Po ^ 2 
where X^  = i ( X + T(x)) € , X^  = i ( X - T(X)) e V^, 
and X = X^  4- l^o 
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Suppose that ^ 0 and contains X^  ^ 0. Then there e x i s t s 
an open neighbourhood ( t ^ , t^) of 0 i n such that 
= fqJq = Exp t X , t e ( t , t ) } i s a subset of N . 
1 Po Po 
^2 i s a geodesic arc i n N a l l of whose points are invariant 
1 Po 
under (T since T(X ) = X , which i s contrary to hypothesis. 
Po 
Hence V = 0 , T(X) = -X and (T i s the geodesic symmetry. 
P', 
. X) ( 
Po 
The converse of the r e s u l t above i s not generally true. 
However a Riemannian l o c a l l y symmetric space i s globally 
symmetric provided i t i s complete and simply connected 
• ( [ s j , P« 187)0 I n the case of a Riemannian globally symmetric 
space. III, we have seen i n 2.1 that the isometry group, l ( l l ) , 
i s a l o c a l l y compact topological transformation group of M. 
I t can be shown further that I(M) can be given an analytic 
structure compatible with the open-compact topology i n which 
i t i s a L i e transformation jayoup ([5]» p.17l)o I t i s also 
known that A(M), the group of affine transformations of a 
C*^  manifold with a f f i n e connection, i s a L i e transformation 
group ([5], p. 229). 
2.3 Isotropy subgroups and involutive automorphisms 
Let M be an affine symmetric manifold and A(M) be the Lie group 
of a f f i n e transformations of M, A(M) i s t r a n s i t i v e on M. 
For l e t p,q e M and m be the mid-point of the unique geodesic 
arc (pq), i . e . , i f we parameterise (pq) so that jj'(o) = p, 
^(1) = q, theny ( i ) = m. We have s^(p) = q. 
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Now l e t Or be the identity component of I(M). S^ i s not 
necessarily i n C, but we show that G- i s t r a n s i t i v e on M. 
For, with m defined as above, l e t T = s s . Then T (p) = q, 
' m m p m 
Letting q tend to p on the geodesic a r c , we see that T^ and 
e = idjj l i e on a continuous arc i n A(M) and hence that T^ e G. 
The a f f i n e transformation, T^, i s c a l l e d the transvection 
with base (pg). Clearly the set of a l l transvections i s a 
t r a n s i t i v e subgroup of Gr. 
F i x p^ i n M. We define the isotri^py subgroups of A(M) 
and G at p^ , H and Hrespectively as the subgroups of trans-
formations leaving p^ invariant. The choice of p^ i s immaterial. 
For l e t p 6 M, p p^, and l e t H^  and H^  be the respective 
subgroups at p. The mapping h — > ^m^^ establishes the 
isomorphisms H^ ^ ) ^ ^p ^(p ) ^ ^p' "'^^ ^ ^® mid-point 
of (PQP)< Clearly H and H are closed subgroups of A(M) and 
& respectively. 
& being t r a n s i t i v e on M and H a closed subgroup of &, 
we can write M = G/H by identifying the element g(p^) with 
the l e f t coset gH i n G/H. Hence a l l symmetric spaces are 
homogeneous spaces. 
Let M = G/H be a symmetric space. Writing s for the 
geodesic symmetry, s , we consider the mapping <r;A(M) — > A(M) 
Po 
given by <r(g) = sgs. Clearly <ris an involutive (inner) 
automorphism of A(M), But by considering the curve (<»" o y ) , 
where y i s a curve i n G joining g e G to e, we deduce that 
<r i s an automorphism of G. Let G^  = (g:(r(g) = g, g e GJ 
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and (&P^be i t s identity component. We have: 
(a) H e &^  Given h e H and p i n a normal neighbourhood of 
p^ i n M, since geodesies through p^ are mapped into geodesies 
through p^ (see,p. 7 ) , we obtain the r e l a t i o n 
sh(p) = hs(p). Hence h e G^ 
(b) (Grg) c:. H Given g e (G^) , there e x i s t s a continuous 
curve ^ :{o,l]| — ^ G^ parametrised so that y(o) = e a n d y ( l ) = g. 
I f "C i s the action of G on M, P = ( f o ^) i s a continuous 
curve i n M joining p^ to p = siv^)' I f t e lo,{J we have 
( s j ( t ) ) ( p ^ ) = ( y ( t ) s ) ( p ^ ) , since ^ ( t ) e G^ 
= V t ) ) ( P o ) . 
Hence F i s invariant under s. being an isolated fixed 
point of s implies that g € H. 
Combining (a) and (b) we have the r e s u l t that H l i e s 
between G^ and the identity component of G^. This motivates 
the following d e f i n i t i o n . 
Definition Let G be a connected L i e group and H a closed 
subgroup cf G. (G,H) i s a symmetric pair i f there ex i s t s 
an involutive automorphism,<r , such that (G^^)^ C: H C G^ 
where G<;-is the subgroup of G invariant under <rand (G^ 
6 
i s the identity component of G^ , 
2.4 The L i e algebra of G 
Let M = G/H be a blobally symmetric space and e = idjj. We 
make an algebra from the vector (tangent) space, G^, as follows: 
Let X,Y. 6 G . The l e f t - i n v a r i a n t vector f i e l d s X, Y 
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on Gr are formed by l e f t - t r a n s l a t i o n s : i f g & G, X = dL (X), 
where L :G — » G i s given by L (a) = ga. I f Y = dL , then 
we define &,YJ = /X,Y] = (XY - YX) . G with the bracket 
operation (X,Y) — ^ jx,Y] we denote by ^  the L i e algebra of G. 
A l t e r n a t i v e l y , p i s the vector space of a l l l e f t - i n v a r i a n t 
vector f i e l d s with the bracket given by (X,Y) —» p:,Yj = [ x j j g 
(these vector f i e l d s are uniquely determined by the tangent 
vectors X , Y ) , e e 
Let H be the isotropy subgroup of € M, Then H i s 
a L i e subgroup of G sihce i t i s a closed subgroup of G 
( [ j j , P.135). Further ft, the L i e algebra of H, i s a Lie 
subalgebra of (£5j, p.102). 
Let X € ^  be f i x e d (X / O). The set {tX:t e / ^ i s a 
one-parameter subalgebra of ^  and i s the tangent space at e 
to a one-dijnensional submanifold of G; t h i s submanifold i s 
a curve {R—^ G and i s a subgroup of G by the Lie subgroup-
subalgebra correspondence. We parameterise so that ^ i s a 
group monomorphism, that i s , ^ ^ ( t + t') = ^ ^ ( t ) ^ ^ ^ t * ) ( t , t ' e / / ? ) , 
J^(0) = e. We define d^^(o) = X. The mapping exp:|7—^ G 
given by tX —-> ^ ( t ) i s the exponential map of i n G. 
The subgroup {exp tX :t 6 (RJ- i s c a l l e d the one-parameter subgroup 
corresponding to X. 
Now l e t ^ :K^  — ^ be a homomorphism of Lie subgroups, 
^ and I ^ , of G. A general theorem of Lie group theory states 
that i f /c^, are the L i e algebras of , then the li n e a r 
map ( d ^ ) ^ : ^  — ^ i s a L i e algebra homomorphism ([3], p.113). 
Let X e and l e t be the corresponding one-parameter 
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subgroup (X O). We have^^ = ^^^^ ^. Hence i t follows: 
exp (df)^X = (^^ )^^ x(l) = ^ ^ ^ ( 1) = ^(exp X). 
We have shown that the diagram below i s commutative. 
(1) exp ^""fU exp 
I f A i s any automorphism of G, then from (l) we have 
A(exp X) = exp((dA)gX) (X and (dA)^ i s an automorphism 
of ^ . For X e G, the mapping l ( x ) :g — ^ xgx"^ i s an inner 
automorphism; the derivative, Ad(x) = (d l ( x ) ) g i s thus an 
automorphism of ^  and hence non-singular. The homomorphism 
Ad:G — » GL(^ ) i s the adjoint representation of G. Adj,(G), 
the range of the homomorphism, i s c l e a r l y a subgroup of GL(^) 
known as the adjoint group. I f X e ^  we have 
exp(Ad(x)x) = X expX x"^. Defining the adjoint representation 
o f ^ , by ad = ( d A d ) ^ ' ^ - ^ ^ ^ ^ ) = (^^^-C^))identity* ^* 
be shown that ad(x) i s the l i n e a r endomorphism of ^  given by 
ad(X)(Y) = (X,Y7 (f37, p.123). GL(o7) being a matrix Lie 
group and ^ ^ ( ^ ) i t s L i e algebra, l e t e be the matrix exponential. 
Application (0£ the exponential to both sides of ad = (d Ad) 
gives 
(2) e** ^ = Ad(exp X) (X 6 ^ . 
Let (G,H) be the symmetric pair corresponding to the 
globally symmetric space, M. I f H i s the isotropy subgroup 
at p^e M, then H e G^ , where G ^ i s the subgroup of G invariant 
under the involutive automorphism, C, From (l) we have the 
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r e l a t i o n exp((do) X) = ff<exp X) and hence /I = £X e ^:(dff) X = x}. 
G ^ G 
The iden t i t y X = + (do) X) + i(X - (do) X) enables us to write 
G G 
(3) ^ = /v + m ( d i r e c t sum), where ou= (xe ^ :(d(7)^X = -xj". 
m i s a subspace of ^ , but not a subalgebra. 
Indeed from (d(r)g[x,Y] = [(do)^?,(d(r)^Y] we have 
(4) i f X,Y e Tn, then [X,YJ 6 fi, and 
(5) i f X € Tn, Y e ^, then |X,Y] € m, 
The statements, "/J^is a subalgebra of aj", (4) and (5) can be summarised by 
(6) [/r,/tl c ft, \yt,yn] eft, 2^*^] ^  "wand f/^Trtjcm 
2,5 Action of one^arameter subgroups of G 
Let (G,H) be the symmetric pair corresponding to a globally 
symmetric space, M. We decompose the L i e algebra, ^ = fi+yri, 
where / v i s the L i e algebra of H, the isotropy subgroup at p^€ M. 
We w i l l show that Tivand M are isomorphic. Let IT be the 
Po 
ea'ilonical projection G — » M, given bylKs) = gH ( l e f t coset). 
I t s derivative, (drrr)^  maps into . 
( i ) / l i s the kernel of t h i s l i n e a r mapping. For, l e t 
X €• ker(dt^^ and f e C'*(M). Then i f t e //E, 
t X ( f o-rr) = ((diT)^(tX))(f) = 0, which implies that ( f o IT) 
i s constant on the one-parameter subgroup of G corresponding 
to X. Now choosing f so that f ( p ) / f(p^^) f or a l l P / P^ 
i n a normal neighbourhood N , we have iKexp tX) - p^ and 
Po 
hence X e / i . Conversely l e t X e f i and f e C'*(M). AS 
(exp tX)(p^) = Pjj, we have 
((d'n)gX)(f) = [ r | f ( ( e x p tX)(p^))|^^Q = 0. Hence X e ker (dn)^ 
( i i ) Let X € M , X ^ 0. X defines a unique geodesic 
Po 
y^ :^ / / t — M parameterised so that Jf'^ (o) = p^ and d^(o) = X. 
I f ^j^(u) = p^. (u € /Ti^, for each t e (R we have the transvection, 
T. = s s . The curve P:t — > T. i s a one-parameter subgroup 
* Pt Po _ * . _ 
of G and defines a unique X e ^ such that X = dr(o) and 
T. = eiicp(tX). Now («r o r ) ( t ) = <rT. = s s = - T.. 
* * PQ Pt 
Hence (da) I = d(<r o 0 (0) = - X and so X e 
( i ) and ( i i ) e s t a b l i s h the required l i n e a r ismaorphism. 
^ ( t ) , the image of exp tX under fT, i s also the image 
of tX under Exp = Exp . Hence ( a l t e r i n g notation) : 
Po 
(1) ir(exp tX) = Exp(t(d'n) X) (X6 -wd. 
Now l e t £ e M and l e t Z ( t ) be the vector f i e l d formed by 
Po 
p a r a l l e l t r a n s l a t i o n of Z, along ( 2 ( t ) e .)• F i x t ;<( 0 
and define the p a r a l l e l translations along by 
0 t 
and :M — » M . We thus have 
Pt/2 Pt 
(2) 'C(Z) = Z ( t ) = 'C'Z(t/2). 
Now s being an affine transformation, parallelism i s 
Pt/2 
preserved under (ds ) , 
Pt/2 
i . e . , (ds„ )„ (Z) (e ) and (da^ ) ^ (Z(t/2)) are 
Pt/2 Po Pt/2 Pt/2 Pt/2 
p a r a l l e l . Hence, 
(3) T'((ds^ )(Z(t/2)) = (ds^ )(2). 
Pt/2 Pt/2 
But s being the geodesic symmetry at p./. we have 
Pt/2 
(0 (ds^ )(Z(t/2)) = - Z ( t / 2 ) . 
Pt/2 
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I t follows from ( 2 ) , ( 3 ) and ( 4 ) that (da )(Z) = - T ( Z ) . 
P t /2 
Hence, (dT.)(Z) = d(s^ s )(Z) = T Z , 
* P t /2 Po 
that i s , 
( 5 ) ( d T ^ ) = - C . 
Equations ( 1 ) and ( 5 ) show that the af f ine connection on 
a symmetric space necessarily has the two following properties: 
( i ) geodesies through the base point p^ are orbits under 
action of one-parameter subgroups of Gr, 
( i i ) given a one-parameter subgroup of G, the action of i t s 
d i f ferent ia ls on vectors i n M i s parallel translation along 
^o 
the geodesic which is the orbit of p^ under the given subgroup, 
i . e . , (d exp tx)(z) = t Z (X €-m, Z e M ) . 
^o 
Defini t ion Let (&,H) be a symmetric pair. For g e G, the 
diffeomorphism T(g) : G / H — G / H is given by T(g)g'H = gg'H. 
The linear Isotropy group. H", is the group of linear trans-
formations (dlKh)) :M —> M (h e H ) , where M = G/H and p^ 
Po Po ° 
i s the coset H. 
We now consider Adg(H), a subgroup of the adjoint group. 
Let h e H and Xe m. Then is s is the geodesic symmetry 
Po 
at p and o~is the involutive automorphism of ( G , H ) , then 
o 
cr = l ( s ) and we have 
Po 
(do-) (Ad h(x)) = d(l(s^ h))^(x) 
e Po 
= d(l(hSp ))g(X), since H c G^-
= Ad h((d«r)^(X)) 
e 
= - Ad h (X), since X € m, 
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Hence Ad h(l) € i . e .* Ad h j ^ i s a linear endomorphism 
of in* This we express by 
( 6 ) Adg(H)(«)c'm.. 
Further, f o r h e H we have r (h ) Jg(p^) =Tr(g) hg(p^) = ir(hsh"^). 
Taking di f ferent ia ls we obtain 
(7) (dT(h)) o (dir) = (dTT) o Ad h, 
PQ e e 
where both sides denote linear mappings of'mi, I t i s easy 
to ve r i fy that the groups H* and Adg(H) are isomorphico 
2o6 Connections and Metrics on Symmetric Spaces 
Defini t ion Let G/H be a homogeneous space, with & a connected 
Lie group, G/H is reductive i f 
( i ) there exists a subspace vnc^ such that ^ - ^* m^iHreot 
sum), where ^ and fi are the Lie algebras of G- and H respectively; 
( i i ) Adg(H)(w)c: -mo 
KoNomizu £9j has examined the G-invariant aff ine connections 
on reductive homogeneous spaces, that i s , a f f ine connections 
on G/H invariant under l e f t action of & acting on G/H as a 
Lie transformation group. He showed that there is a one-to-
one correspondence between the set of 6-invariant affine 
connections and the set of connection functions, that i s , 
the set of bilinear functions, oCiruc'm.—^'friwhich are invariant 
by Ad(h) ( h e H ) . The correspondence is derived as follows: 
There exists a neighbourhood U of e i n G with the properties: 
( i ) U = N X K (topological product); 
( i i ) dim N = dim m, dim K = dim ^ ; 
( i i i ) K c H^, the identity component of H (see OIJ, p . 1 1 0 ) 
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Under the canonical projection,'Tr , N is diffemorphic to a 
neighbourhood N* of p^. Given }Le fn, the vector f i e l d X* 
on W is defined by 
p = vio) X'^ = (<i('r(c))^ o (dil)^)X 
P PQ e 
= ((d1^^ o Ad(c))X, from 2.5(7). 
The correspondence between 6-invariant a f f ins connections 
and connection functions i s given by 
oc(X,Y) = ( V « . ^ * L (X,Ye7»d. 
^ Po 
Invariant a f f ine connections can have two properties: 
( A 1 ) : Let Xe*^^and x(s) = exp sX be the one-parameter subgroup 
of G generated by X. I f x«(s) = Tr(x(s)), then x'Xs) is a 
geodesic of G/H through p^. 
(A2) : Let x(s) and x5'(s) be defined as above and Y £ m Then 
paral le l translation of (dir)^Y at p^ along x*(s) is the same 
as le f t - t rans la t ion of Y by x(s) . 
I f G/H has property (A1), there exists a unique invariant 
a f f ine connection with t r i v i a l torsion, the canonical aff ine 
connection of the f i r s t kind. The connection function is 
(1) « (^X,Y) = i [ x , Y ] ([9], P.4S). 
I f G/H has property (A2), there exists a unique invariant 
a f f ine connection, the canonical af f ine connection of the second 
kind. The connection function i s given by 
(2) ot(X,Y) = 0. 
I f R and T are the curvature and torsion tensor f ie lds fo r 
th is connection we have f o r a l l X ,Y , 2 . € yn 
( 3 ) R(X,Y)Z = - [ C X , Y J , Z ] , 
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(4) T ( X , Y ) = - rX.Y]^ , and 
(5) 7 a = VT = 0 ([9j, p.49). 
Ifow l e t ( G , H ) be a symmetric pair. Clearly from 2.4(3) 
and 2.5(6) G/H i s a reductive homogeneous space. Further 
the properties ( i ) and ( i i ) of p.4.1 are precisely the properties 
(A1) and (A2). AS {3110} C ^the canonical aff ine connections 
of the f i r s t and second kind are identical . Hence on symmetric 
homogeneous spaces there exists a unique canonical invariant 
a f f ine connection given by the connection function OC(X,Y) = 0. 
Further this is the ohly af f ine connection of G/H which is 
invariant by the geodesic symmetry at each point. Given 
X , Y , Z : € m, the curvature and torsion tensor f ie lds sat isfy: 
(6) a(x,Y)a = - rCx ,Y ] , z ] , 
(7) T ( X , Y ) = 0, and 
(8) Va = 0, 
(Equations (7) and (8) have been obtained i n 2.2 by consideration 
of the geodesic symmetry). 
Symmetric spaces often admit aiemannian metrics. To 
establish th i s , we f i r s t assume that G/H has a metric, g. 
Now gp , i t s value at p^ = { H J , being invariant by the geodesic 
symmetry, s , induces the canonical af f ine connection. We 
^o 
write Q =lT*g , where IT is the canonical projection. The 
^o 
rela t ion between Ad(h).and (dr(h)) , namely 2.5(7), shows 
^o 
that Q is a metric o n m i f and only i f Q is adjoint-invariant. 
Conversely, any non-degenerate bil inear form on m x m which 
i s adjoint invariant induces a metric at p^ and hence globally 
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on M by paral lel translation. 
Now consider the K i l l i n g form. B:o| x given by 
B ( X , Y ) = tr(ad X o ad Y ) . Let ot be any automorphism of ^ . 
Then adotX = «. o ad X o ot"^  and tr(AG) = tr(aL) (A,G any 
endomorphiams) imply 
B^*X,o<Y) = tr(ad «X o ad (AY) 
= trdx. o ad X o ad Y o oc"^  ) 
= t r (ad X o ad Y ) 
= B ( X , Y ) . 
I n particular, B i s ad joint- invariant . However B is non-
degenerate i f and only i f X / 0 implies ad X ^  0, that i s , 
i f and only i f the centre of ^ i s 0 , 
Definitions A Lie algebra, ^ , i s simple i f i t i s non-abelian 
and i t s only ideals are ^ and {o}, ^ i s semi-simple i f {6} 
i s i t s only abelian ideal , or equivalently i f i t s centre is 
A Lie group is simple or semi-simple i f i t s Lie algebra is 
simple or semi-simple. 
Hence B is a non-degenerate form on ^ x ^ i f and only 
i f G i s semi-simple. I t i s easy toverify that i f Xe/L and 
Yeon, then B ( X , Y ) = 0. Hence B | ^ i s a non-degenerate form on 
I n x i u i f and only i f G is semi-simple; i t induces a G-invariant 
metric on G/H known as the Cartan metric. Now given a 
Riemannian globally symmetric space M = G / H , i t i s known that 
H i s compact i n the compact-open topology (C5j» P«173)o 
Hence Ad-(H) is a compact subgroup of the adjoint group. 
This;result motivates the following def in i t ion . 
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Defini t ion Let (C ,H) be a symmetric pair. Then (&,H) is 
a aiemannian symmetric pair i f the group Adj,(H) is compact* 
On pp. 3 8 - 3 9 we have seen that a aiemannian globally 
symmetric space gives rise to the involutive automorphism 
s = (do)g of <^  with eigenspaces fi and iik The symmetry condition 
can be expressed i n terms of Lie algebras rather than groups. 
Defini t ion An orthogonal symmetric Lie algebra is a pair (^, s) 
such that 
( i ) ^ i s a Lie algebra over fR; 
( i i ) s i s an involutive automorphism of ^ ; 
( i i i ) /t, the set of f ixed points of s, i s a compactly 
imbedded subalgebra of ^ . 
Further, ^ , s) is effective i f finz = {"oj, where z is the " 
centre of ^ . For example, C0|, s) is effective i f ^ is semi-
simple. Let (g, s) be an orthogonal symmetric Lie algebra, 
Gr a connected Lie group with Lie algebra and H a Lie subgroup 
of G with Lie algebra fL Then (&,H) i s a symmetric pair 
associated with ^ , s) . Further i f G is simply connected 
and H connected, ( G , H ) i s a aiemannian symmetric pair (f5j9 p.178). 
Symmetric spaces can be classified as follows: 
Let (G,H) be a symmetric pair associated with the orthogonal 
symmetric Lie algebra, ( ^ , s) . 
Definitions 1. ( G , H ) i s compact i f ^ is semi-simple and compact. 
2o ( G , H ) i s non-ccmpact i f ^ is semi-simple and 
non-compact. 
3e ( G , H ) i s Euclidean i f i n the canonical decomposition, 
= /t+ 71^  m i s an abelian ideal of ^ 
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The three classes are characterised by sectional curvaturo. 
Let (G,H) be a Riemannian symmetric pair associated with 
s ) , where ^ = fl -^mt Let S be any two-dimensional subspace 
of and K(s) i t s sectional curvature. 
( i ) I f ( G , H ) i s compact, thsiK(S) ;^ 0. 
(•§) I f ( G , H ) i s non-compact, then K(S) ^ 0. 
( i i i ) I f ( G , H ) i s Euclidean, then K(s) = 0. ( ( J J , p.205) 
Finally we make the following def ini t ion. 
Def ini t ion Let (G,H) be a symmetric pair associated with the 
orthogonal symmetric Lie algebra (g, a). The eigenspaces of 
s are /Landin. ( G , H ) i s irreducible i f 
( i ) ^ semi-simple and ^contains no non-zero ideals 
( i i ) the algebra ad^(^) acts irreducibly on 9n, that i s , 
i f ^ i s a subspace of Tjvsuch that C^/CLIC ^ , 
then either Ic = m or (c= (6}. 
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CHAPTEa I I I 
HABMONIC SYMMETaiC SPACES 
3.1 Harmonic Symmetric Spaces 
We f i r s t examine how Ledger's curvature conditions fo r harmonic 
spaces can be applied to symmetric spaces. 
Let M be an n-dimensional globally symmetric aiemannian 
manifold and p^ any point of M . Let (x^) be a coordinate 
system val id i n a neighbourhood W of p^, so that fo r any 
X e M , X = X^ ^ ( p ) and v = v(x) = g (X,X), where g 
i s the metric tensor at p^. Consider the endomorphism 
Y a(X,Y)X of Mp . (Here X i s f ixed and a is the curvature 
tensor). This endomorphism has matrix IKx) = (H^) = ( a \ .X^X^). 
The following theorem was proved by A.G.Walker i n ^^^^6 
Theorem 1 M is harmonic i f and only i f the eigenvalues of I K x ) 
are of the form ot^v, o^v, o(^v, where the coefficients 
oi^f . . . , are independent of X. 
Proof We recal l notation used i n Section 1 .5 . 
A = ( A ^ ) = (-Q^ ) . I f T = (T^) is any tensor f i e l d on W, 
J »J J 
T = D ' ' ( T ^ ) . The vanishing of the covariant derivatives of 
r J 
the curvature tensor f i e l d fo r a symmetric space yields 
n = 0 f o r r > 1 . r 
The f i r s t four values of A at p^ are A = I , A = 0 , 
r o o 1 
= f Jf, Aj = 0 and Ledger's recurrence formula reduces to 
( 1 ) ( r + l ) A ^ = -g(q)AqAr-q U ^ 4 ) (cf . 1 . 5 ( 8 ) ) . 
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I t i s easy to establish by induction using ( l ) that values 
of at p^ are 
(2) A g r f l ° ( r = 1 , 2, . . . ) 
(3) = ( - 1 ) ' ^ > ^ E ^ > 0 (r = 1 , 2, . . . ) . 
From 1.5(2) and 1.5(5) we deduce that 
k k 1 1 
c = t r ( A )^ = h (g^ 1 ) . . . (Sk 1 )X ' . . . X ''X \ . . X 
1 1 r r 
that i s , 
(4) ^^^^2r^ = V ' ' 
where h^ i s independent of X fo r a l l r i f and only i f M is 
harmonic. Hence, from (3), the necessary and sufficient 
conditions fo r M to be harmonic are 
trdT*") = y^v^ (r = 1 , 2, . . . ) , where the 
coefficients ^ are independent of X. Now i f a^, a^ 
are the eigenvalues of IT, then t r ( I l ' ) = a^ *" + . . . + a j^^ ". 
We deduce that a^ = ot:^v ( i = 1 , n) and a l l eigenvalues 
are constant multiples of v(x). 
Q.e.d. 
For a simply harmonic manifold, a l l the constants, h^, i n 
(4) are zero. Hence, 
Corollary A globally symmetric Riemannian manifold is simply 
harmonic i f and only i f the eigenvalues of II(x) are a l l zero. 
Note that the point of application , p^, f o r theorem 1 
i s immaterial since i f the conditions hold at one point of 
application, action of a member of the transitive isometry 
group w i l l establish the va l id i ty at any other point of the 
manifold. 
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Definition Let M be any Riemannian manifold and S a connected 
submanif old of M. S is a totally geodesic submanifold of 11 
i f , for every p e S, each M-geodesic which is tangent to S at 
p is a curve in S. Further i f S is a totally geodesic sub-
manifold of U, a l l S-geodesics through p are also M-geodesics 
(C5],"p.79, Lemma 14.3). 
Thus S-geodesic;. symmetries are derived from M-geodesic 
symmetries by restriction. We deduce that a l l totally geodesic 
submanifolds of a locally symmetric space are themselves 
locally symmetric. 
Definition A subspace,;? , of a Lie algebra,^ , is a Lie triple 
system i f X,Y,a€,r implies (x,[Y,aD e iSo For example, i f 
(o|,s) is an orthogonal symmetric Lie algebra, the eigenspace,*)?!. 
with eigenvalue - - I , is a Lie triple system. 
Lie triple systems give rise to totally geodesic sub-
manifolds of symmetric spaces. For i f M = G/H is a globally 
symmetric space, suppose that we identify p^ with the coset { H } 
and the tangent space U with the subspace "nvof the Lie algebra 
Po 
of I ( M ) . Let be a subspace of vn^sach that s ±a a. Lie 
triple system. Then S = Exp S has a natural differentiable 
Po 
structure in which i t i s a totally geodesic submanifold of M 
satisfying S = . S < [ 5 j , p.l89). 
o^ 
Definition Let M be a globally symmetric space. The rank of 
M is the maximal dimension of a f la t , totally geodesic submanifold 
of M. 
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The rank of a symmetric space could alternatively be 
defined in terms of the dimension of a Lie subalgebra. For 
a totally geodesic submanifold is f lat i f and only i f the Lie 
triple system from which i t is mapped is abelian. (2.6(6)) 
Definition Let ^ be a Lie algebra. A subalgebra of ^ is 
a Cartan subalgebra i f 
( i ) S ia & maximal abelian subalgebra of ^; 
( i i ) for each X e »r, the endomorphism ad X of is 
semi-simple, that i s , each subspace of ^ invariant under ad X 
has an invariant complementary subspace. 
I f ^ is semi-simple then i t has a Cartan subalgebra 
([53, p.140). Further any two Cartan subalgebras are isomorphic 
under an automorphism of ^ and hence a l l Cartan subalgebras 
have the same dimension ([5]], Po 213). We deduce that i f 
^= ^+ m i s the canonical decomposition of the orthogonal 
symmetric Lie algebra of the symmetric space U = G / H , then 
the rank of M equals the dimension of a Cartan subalgebra of IT). 
Harmonic symmetric spaces are characterised by their 
rank. We know from Chapter I Theorems 9 and 10 that a l l 
decomposable harmonic spaces are locally f la t , so we confine 
our attention to symmetric manifolds with indecomposable 
metrics, i . e . , non-Euclidean manifolds. 
Theorem 2 Let M be a harmonic globally symmetric manifold 
with positive definite indecomposable metric. Then M has 
rank equal to one. 
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Proof This theorem was f i rs t proved by A.J.Ledger £72 in 1957. 
Writing M = G/H and let ^ = /t + >iv be the canonical 
decomposition of the Lie algebra. Let N be the subset of G 
which maps under the canonical projection, IT; onto I f , a 
neighbourhood of p^ = {u} (see pp. 42-43). If U is the 
topological product N X K, N and K have Lie algebras wtand ^ 
respectively. I f g is the metric on N * , (F^S) is a metric 
on U equal to the metric on U induced as a submanifold of G. 
Further exp('>n) = we have seen above that m i s a Lie triple 
system and so N is a totally geodesic submanifold of G. 
Let {e^ (a = 1, . . , , m) be a basis for ^ such that 
fe^} ( i = 1, n) is a basis for mand 
{e^J ( i ' = nf 1, m) is a basis for (L 
Defining the constants of structure, C°^, of by 
^5) ®^a*%-^  " °°ab ®c* *® '^^ ^^^ 
(6) c^ij = ^ v y - ^ ' i j . = °-
Now the Cartan metric on a Lie group is obtained from 
the torsion-free (o)-connection with connection function 
OC(X,Y) B;^[x,Yi]. This connection is G-invariant and satisfies 
condition (AI ) on p. 43. The curvature transformation is 
given by a(X,Y) = - i ad(Cx,Yj) ( [9j , p.49). 
N being totally geodesic we can express the curvature tensor 
on i t by components: 
A j k = '^^'ia^jk ( h , i , j , k = 1, n 
a = 1, . . . , m). 
Let X = X^e^C Then the endomorphism, ^ ad X , of ^ has 
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matrix A (X ) = (AJ ) = ( i C ^ i ^ X ^ ) . 
we have, A ^ = i ( C ^ i l , C ^ / x j ) = ( R ^ J / X ^ ) , 
that i s , 
(7) A2 = / ( R \ . / x j ) 
0 
Here we have used the relations (6). 
Let the rank of M be 1 and »S be a Cartan subalgebra of to. 
We choose a basis {e^ of ^ so that {e^, . . , , e^} is a basis of So 
Let X = ( X ^ ) e »f, X / 0, i . e . , X ^ = 0 i f i > 1. Then a result 
of EeCartan states that the eigenvalues of A ( X ) are fixed 
linear combinations of the conponents, X ^ . We deduce that 
2 
A has eigenvalues of the form 
A .X )^ (b = 1, m), where the coefficients, 
b 
A ^ are independent of X . Now consider the matrix 
I [ ( X ) = ( f i ^ i j / ' " X ^ ) . Clearly a l l eigenvalues of ffix) are 
eigenvalues of (A(X)) and are of form (8). 
We now use the hypothesis that M is harmonic. By Theorem 
1 we know that a l l eigenvalues of I[(x) ( X / O) are of form oC'v(x), 
where each ot''is independent of X and v (X) = g ( X , X ) >0, since 
Po 
the metric is positive definite. M being indecomposable cannot 
be f la t , so o c ° > 0 for some j , 1 $ j ^ n. Hence the expression 
1 j . 0 0 
( E A ° . X ^ ) ^ is positive definite for a l l X = ( X ^ ) € ^ , This 
i=1 ^ 
is only possible i f the summation is taken over one term, 
i . e . , the rank of M is one. 
Q.e.d. 
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3.2 Jacobi fields 
Let M be a complete, simply connected Riemannian cmanifold 
and p^  € M. Let I , J be open neighbourhoods of 0 in /TPand 
y : I —> M be a geodesic through p^ parameterised by arc distance, 
i . e . , d(jj'(s), p )^ = |a| , s € I . A variation of y is a C 
mapping, G : I X J M such that 
( i ) for a l l e in J the curve ^'s — » G(S,6) is a 
unit-speed geodesic; 
Ho - r-
A Jacobi f ield on y i s a vector f ield X on ^ such that 
there exists a variation G of y^or which X(s) = ^ (s,0). 
For each s e I we can define an arc tr :J —^ M by 
dc-(e) 
0" (e) = rU) = G(s,e). Clearly, X(s) = (o), 
^ d e 
that i s , the Jacobi f ie ld is given by tangents to the transversals 
of y. We show that X satisfies the variational equations 
(1) ^ • a(x,y,)y« = 0, 
ds 
where ^ .is the intrinsic derivative on y, R is the curvature 
B G i tensor and y , ( s ) = ^ (s,0). Let (x ) be a local coordinate 
system valid over a neighbourhood of p^ containing y(l) so 
that on y, X(s) = X ^ ( s ) ^ andy,(s) = ^ ^ ( s ) p ( 3 ) . 
Now on ywe have ^ = ^ * f^ k^ '^^ X ,^ where ( f j , , ) are 
connection coefficients. However, 
dX(s) d d^s(^^„> ^2 . X _ L 
that i s . 
6=0' 
^2) -dT^ dF"/€=0-
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Using the aicoi identity (Cl53, p. 215) we have 
Hence, 
\ J — J « J «J — L 
From ^2; we deduce that on , — = —5— and hence 
0 0 ' dS d€ 
D^ x AY ) , 
—5 = We have from (3) 
ds dsd€ 
ds deds 
The variational equations ( I ) follow since |^  is a geodesic. 
Let '^he any geodesic on M. By Si^j^) we denote the 
vector space of Jacobi fields on .^ The dimension of C(^) 
is 2n. I f X,Y e £(y) i t is easy to verify using the variational 
equations and the symmetry and antisymmetry properties of 
the aiemannian curvature tensor that 
D /DX X D / /DX „x /DY „NX 
d5 8^s)^di' = S^e^(s)(S' " «^(s)^S' 
= 0, 
where g / \ is the metric tensor at v(s). Hence there ^(s) I 
exist constants C,C' such that 
We define subspaces of £{'^) as follows: 
G(|j') is the subspace of Jacobi fields on |j- for which C = 0 
in (4). Dim(^(|^ )) = 2n - 1. 
£ (|^ ) is the subspace of Jacobi fields on >^  for which 
X(0) = 0. Dim(e^(^)) = n. 
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I f X e S Q C J ) then X(0) = 0 and f o r a l l s e I we have 
(6) Sy(s)^^^=^»y*^^^^ = ° -
Conversely, X(o) = 0 and f o r some s^  / 0 
For details of the results above, see £ l j , p.106. 
Now le t Y e ^ p ( j ' ) . Suppose that B ^ ^ j = fx^, X^ =^^0)} 
i s an orthonormal basis of **^o)' 
B^^^^ = {x^(s), X^(s) = ^,(s)}" be the orthonormal frame 
at y(s) formed by paral le l translation of ^^ (o) °" }f' ^® 
have — | j — = 0 (a = 1, . . . , n) . Defining the coordinates 
y*(s) of Y(s) by y*(s) = g^3)(Y(s) ,X^(s)) , from (6) we have 
y"(s) = 0. Writing Y (s) = y^(s)X^(s) (a not summed) we 
see that Y(S) can be writ ten as the sum of (n - 1) mutually 
orthogonal Jacobi f i e lds on : 
Y(s) = Y^(s) 4 > . . . + Y^_^(s) = y^s)X^(s) (a summed). 
Let (x^) be a local coordinate system valid i n a neighbourhood 
of p^ containing ^ l ) so that each X^(s) € ^ ^ g ) \ e SQ^^^ 
have components (X^ (s)) and (Y^ (s)) respectively. 
Denoting | - by ' we have f o r each a, 1 ^ a $ n - 1 , 
i 
DY 
. ^ DX a ' „ i a a a ,v i 
= y ^ a * y — = y ^ a-
D^ Y 
Hence —=^ = y " X and using the variational equations 
ds 
we have 
y^«X .^. + yVx , ,^Jj^, = 0. 
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Thus we deduce the Jacobi equations 
( 8 ) y*« + K^^y^ = 0 (a = 1 , . . . , n - 1 ) , 
where w r i t i n g R f o r the Riemannian curvature t ensor , the 
s e c t i o n a l cu rva tu re s , K ^ ^ , are g iven by 
\ b V ^ a b ^ ^ ^ = R ( X ^ ( s ) . y , ( s ) , X j ^ ( s ) , ^ M ) ' 
We r e c a l l t h a t U i s a complete, s imply connected Riemannian 
m a n i f o l d . Le t p^ ,p 6 M and ^ b e a uni t -speed geodesic j o i n i n g 
PQ t o p parameterised so t h a t ^s^) = P^f = Po 
y i s min imal i f L ( y ) = /s^ - s^| = d (p^ ,p) ( the m e t r i c 
d i s t a n c e ) . U be ing complete, f o r a l l PQ*P £ ^ there e x i s t s 
a min ima l geodesic a rc which j o i n s them. Fu r the r a l l geodesies 
are d e f i n e d w i t h domain (R, t h a t i s , Exp has domain M 
PQ ^ 0 
and i s s u r j e c t i v e . 
L e t ^ be the geodesic j o i n i n g p^ = ^(2^) t o p = ^ s ^ ) » 
Then we d e f i n e 
= vec to r space o f Jacobi f i e l d s on ^ 
wh ich van i sh a t p^ and p . Prom (? ) we have 
The index o f the p a i r ^s^'S^) i s the number 
^ ^ J ' ° o ' " ' ^ ^ ^ s ,s^^J'^^- C l e a r l y f r o m ( 9 ) , ( j ' ; 3 ^ , s^) ^ n -1 , 
p^ and p are conjugate p o i n t s on j i f ips^, s^) / 0 , p / p^ . 
I f y - 1 i s m i n i m a l , there are no conjugate p o i n t s on the 
open geodesic a r c y ^ ^ ^ y 
Let ff- be a un i t - speed geodesic r a y f r o m p^ w i t h domain 
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| p , o o ) (<r(o) = p ^ ) . Suppose t h a t p^ = <r(s^) i s a conjugate 
p o i n t o f PQ on cr and i s such t h a t ^ £q ^ i s mini inal f o r 
a l l s < s^  o i s the f i r s t conjugate p o i n t o f on <r. 
The index o f <n ^(<r) i s d e f i n e d by'X(ar) = V o - j O , s^ ) . 
I f p^ has no conjugate p o i n t s on <r we de f ine A(<r) = 0 . 
The locus o f the f i r s t conjugate p o i n t o f p^ f o r a l l geodesic 
rays th rough p^ i s c a l l e d the r e s i d u a l locus of and 
denoted by E . 
Le t p € M and Z e M , For the geodesic y : t Exp t Z , 
° A z ^ ° 
we d e f i n e ^ ( z ) = A ( Y ; 0 , l ) . Le t u 6 ( M Then i f 
^ "o 
i s the pa th t t Z on M , the assignment x " ( t ) = t u 
^ ° - Z , a t t Z i s a l i n e a r homogeneous vec to r f i e l d on ^ , Let w 
be the i d e n t i f i c a t i o n o f the vec to r space w i t h the tangent 
space a t any of i t s p o i n t s . We w r i t e 
Po 
X " ( t ) = ( ( d E x p ^ ) ^ ) x " ( t ) . Then e 8 ( ^ ^ ) . 
Le t ( x ^ ) be a l o c a l coordina te system and x ' ^ ( t ) = 
2bc 
Then we h a v e , . . ^ 
% o ) = (fin . r ^ A ^ ) u p 
^ ^ i 
= ( 0 ) , since \ \ { 0 ) = 0 . 
Hence, i ^ ( o ) , = d E x p p ^ ( | j ( x ' * ( t ) ) t ^ o ) = d Exp^^u, i . e . , 
(10) ^io) = w ( u ) . 
We deduce t h a t the mapping i>:(llL^ )^ — > S-^Cy ) g iven by 
<j>(u) = x " i s l i n e a r and b i j e c t i v e . I f K i s the k e r n e l o f the 
l i n e a r mapping ( d Exp^ then ^ maps K onto ) • 
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L e t (Z) be the subspace o f M equal t o w ( K ) . Then, 
P© Pq 
I f { X ^ ( t ) , . . o , X ^ ( t ) > i s a bas i s o f SQC^^) , we have 
(11) t d t d t ^ ° ) / " « ° ^ ^p 
L e t (Z) be the o r thogona l complement o f ( Z ) . I t 
Pq *^ o 
generates vec to r f i e l d s which van ish a t ^ V l ) ^ u t not a t p^ 
i . e . , (Z) = { x ( 0 ) : X 6 B / ^ * ) } . 
(12) -tXj^+lCo)* ^ 0 ) } i s a Mp • 
3o3 Crlobally harmonic spaces 
Harmonic spaces have been d e f i n e d g l o b a l l y by A.CoAllamigeon 
The d e f i n i t i o n o f Rase' s i n v a r i a n t can be extended t o man i fo lds 
w i t h a f f i n e connect ion as w e l l as Riemannian m a n i f o l d s . 
L e t M be a s imp ly connected m a n i f o l d w i t h a f f ine 
connec t ion . Le t r be the volume element; t h i s i s an n - fo rm 
i n v a r i a n t under p a r a l l e l t r a n s l a t i o n s . Le t p^ £ ^ and p € W, 
a normal neighbourhood o f p ^ . Def ine X € such t h a t 
Exp X = p . Le t U be the domain o f Exp w i t h range W« 
P q Po 
Exp* , tL i s the p u l l - b a c k o f the volume element a t p t o p^ 
Pq *^  
and i s i d e n t i f i e d w i t h an n - f o r m a t p ^ . The " r a t i o " o f the 
two n-forms a t p^ we denote by R ( X ) , 
t h a t i s , 
( I ) E x p ^ X ^ = ' 
A l l a n i g e o n d e f i n e d Ruse's i n v a r i a n t f o r a geodesic arc i n 
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terms o f the f u n c t i o n R:U —y» [R. 
D e f i n i t i o n Le t g be an o r i e n t a t e d geodesic a r c . Ruse's 
i n v a r i a n t o f a; i s the number 
( 2 ) ^ ( g ) = a ( | S ( o ) ) . 
For a l l p^ ,p e W we can d e f i n e a geodesic arc y : r o , { | M 
parameter ised so t h a t j ( 0 ) = p ^ , y ( l ) = p . I f X = ^ ( o ) 
t h e n ^ ( p ^ , p ) = ^ ( j - ) = a ( x ) . 
I f M i s a Riemannian m a n i f o l d then f o r a normal coordinate 
system o r i g i n p^ on W, ( y ^ ) , the volume element can be expressed 
by T = y ( d e t ( « g ^ p ) dy^ a d y ^ A . . . A dy" , where 
( * g ^ j ) i s the m e t r i c t e n s o r . I t i s easy t o v e r i f y us ing ( l ) 
t h a t yo(Pp,p) has the p r o p e r t i e s o f Ruse's i n v a r i a n t as d e f i n e d 
i n Sec t ion 1,3 (see M , pp . 99-101). 
D e f i n i t i o n Le t 11 be a Riemannian m a n i f o l d . M i s g l o b a l l y 
harmonic i f f o r every geodesic ar(v g . Ruse's i n v a r i a n t yo(g) 
i s a C°° f u n c t i o n o f L ( g ) , the l e n g t h o f g . 
L e t M be a C*» m a n i f o l d w i t h a f f i n e connect ion and 
possessing a l o c a l volume e lemen t ,T . Le t p^ e M a n d ^ : I —J> M 
be a geodesic parameter ised so t h a t ^ ( o ) = p^ ( l i s an open 
neighbourhood o f 0 i n fR,)o We w i l l der ive an express ion 
f o r r a p p l i e d t o a bas i s o f 6 q ( ^ ) . Le t { x ^ , X j - be 
such a b a s i s . Le t p = ^ ( t ) be any p o i n t on ^ . We def ine 
the geodesic arc (p^p) by g ^ : [ p , l l —> M g iven by g^(s) = ^ ( s t ) . 
A g a i n l e t y^Co) = Z and { u ^ , u ^ b e a bas i s o f (M ) ^ . 
*^ o 
We have n l i n e a r l y independent l i n e a r homogeneous vec tor 
f i e l d s by ass ign ing 
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( 3 ) Y . ( t ) = t u . t o tZi 6 f (see p . 5 8 ) . BJ^-^) 
has bas i s f x ^ ( t ) , , . « , X ^ ( t ) } - where 
( 4 ) X . ( t ) = ( d Exp ) ^ Y ^ ( t ) . 
*^ o 
As w i t h 3>2(lO) we have 
DX. 
(5 ) (O) = w ( u ^ ) , where w i s the i d e n t i f i c a t i o n 
( M ) — > M . We now have 
Po ^ Po 
' r ^ ^ j ( X ^ ( t ) , X ^ ( t ) ) = (ExpJ 'Zr^(^j)(wY^, wY^) , by (4 ) 
= t " R ( t Z ) r (wu^, . . . w u ^ ) , by (1). 
*^ o 
Hence we have 
DX DX 
(6) i r ( x ^ ( t ) , X ^ ( t ) ) = t ^ g t M ^ T ^ O ) , 5 ^ ( 0 ) ) . 
Theorem 3 Le t M be a complete, g l o b a l l y harmonic m a n i f o l d . 
Then the re e x i s t s a r e a l number L ^ 0 ( p o s s i b l y i n f i n i t e ) 
and a non-negative i n t e g e r 'X such t h a t f o r a l l geodesic rays 
the d is tance t o the f i r s t conjugate p o i n t i s always L and the 
index i s always 
Proof (Al lamigeon ( j l ] ) . Le t P^ 6 M and ( rbe any un i t - speed 
geodesic r a y f r o m p , g. be ing d e f i n e d as a t the bottom of 
o t 
p .60, we have yo(g^) = y ° * ( t ) » where = yO* o L and (6) reduces t o 
nx DX 
(7) ' z r ( x ^ ( t ) , x j t ) ) = t ^ ' ' ( t ) ' r ( 5 j i ( o ) , 3 j2 (o) ) 
f o r a l l geodeisic rays f r o m p^ . The l e f t hand side of (? ) 
vanishes i f and on ly i f t = 0 o r ( r ( t ) and o'(o) are conjugate . 
Def ine L t o be the l e a s t p o s i t i v e r o o t o f the equat ion 
yO*'(x) = 0, i f such a r o o t e x i s t s . I f on the o ther hand 
^ * ( x ) y 0 f o r a l l x ^ 0 , p^ has no conjugate p o i n t s and we 
d e f i n e L = oo and ^ = 0. Suppose however t h a t L < oo. Then 
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i t equals the dis tance a long each geodesic r ay t o the f i r s t 
conjugate p o i n t . Le t (T be any geodesic r a y . We must show 
t h a t ^ = A ( ( r ; 0 , L ) i s i n f a c t independent o f (T. Le t 
{ X ^ ( t ) , X ^ ( t ) } be a bas i s o f 8^(0") such t h a t { x ^ ( t ) , Xp^(t)} 
i s a bas i s o f S Q (<'')• ^ j ^ ( t ) be the vec to r obta ined 
by p a r a l l e l t r a n s l a t i o n of X ^ ( t ) a long o" j j ( i = 1 , . . . » n ) . 
Then f r o m the fo rmula 
5 ^ ( L ) = 1 ^ r r i -
t - > L 
(see f o r example, Pe i f l ) ne have 
r ( t - L ) ^ ( L ) + 6 . ( t - L) ( l ; S i $ ^ ) 
X i ( t ) = J ^* 
L x . ( L ) + € . ( t - L ) ( ^ + 1 ^ i ; ^ n ) , 
where ^ ^O-(L) v e c t o r - v a l u e d f u n c t i o n s such 
t h a t €^ ( s ) — ^ 0 as s —> 0 ( i = 1 , . . . , n ) . 
We now have 
' t ( X ^ ( t ) , X ^ ( t ) ) = ' C ( X ^ ( t ) , . . . » y t ) ) 
Using (7) we have 
^ « ( t ) = A ^ ( t - + 0 ( t - L ) ^ 
where 
DX, DX. 
^ 0 - - DX, DX 
(Here we use ^ = ^ + 0 ( t - L ) ) . 
t L 
Now ^ i s independent o f (T i f and on ly i f 0 < ^**{t)< 0 0 f o r 
0 ^ t < L , t h a t i s , i f and on ly i f has no s i n g u l a r i t i e s 
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or zeros f o r any bas i s o f S^io) on any geodesic ray . 
( i ) As X (O) = 0 ( i = 1 , . . . , n) we have 
^ DX. 1 _ i 
~ ( 0 ) = l i m X ^ ( t ) , where <j>^ i s the 
t — 0 
p a r a l l e l t r a n s l a t i o n f r o m <r(o) t o < r ( t ) . { x ^ ( t ) , i = 1 , n j 
b e i n g a l i n e a r l y independent set f o r 0 < t ^ L , we have 
• ^ t j ^ ( o ) , i = 1 , n J - i s l i n e a r l y independent. Hence 
Ag-has no s i n g u l a r i t i e s . 
^ D X D X . I 
( i i ) Put Z = -LaiiL) and c l e a r l y ( L ) , 
i s a bas i s o f M J ^ J ^ J ( Z ) . X ^ ( L ) } i s a bas is 
)e( 
. D X " ^ " ' DX 
o f M L . U Z ) (s e 3 . 2 ( l l ) , ( l 2 ) ) . 
p X^° ^^ DX ^ 
• . g j - ( l ' ) , o . o , ^ ( ^ ) » • • • » X„ ( l ' ) j i s hence a bas is 
o f M ^ ( L ) s ° A ^ h a s no zeros . 
Q.e.d. 
From Theiasoa 3 we can deduce t h a t f o r a compact, complete, 
g l o b a l l y harmonic m a n i f o l d a l l geodesies are c losed and of 
l e n g t h 2L. 
For l e t (Tbe a un i t - speed geodesic ray f r o m p ^ e M w i t h 
( K L ) = p . p^ and p be ing conjugate l e t ff* be another u n i t -
speed geodesic r a y f r o m p^ such t h a t < r ' ( L ) = p and 
<r^(L) = -<7; ( I ' ) . We d e f i n e y : [b ,2L3 —» M by 
y ( s ) = 
C<s) i f 0 ;$ s ^ L 
f r ' ( 2 L - s) i f L ^ s < 2 L . 
Then ^ i s a c losed curve f r o m p ^ . We must show t h a t 
j ; ( 0 ) = - y , ( 2 L ) . L e t O < a < L . Then i s a 
geodesic a r c o f l e n g t h L and hence j o i n s conjugate p o i n t s . 
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The a rc S [0 ,LJ — M g i v e n by 
^y(a - s ) i f O ^ s ^ a 
^ 2 L + a - s ) i f a 4 ^ S ; $ L 
i s cont inuous , o f l e n g t h L , j o i n s ^ a ) t o |^(a + L ) and hence 
i s a geodesic a r c . ^ ' i s C and the r e s u l t f o l l o w s . 
Harmonic m a n i f o l d s o f dimension 2 or 3 w i t h p o s i t i v e -
d e f i n i t e m e t r i c were shown i n Chapter I Sieorem 5 t o be necessa r i ly 
o f constant curva ture land hence l o c a l l y symmetric. Fu r the r 
i t i s known t h a t harmonic m a n i f o l d s o f dimension 4 w i t h p o s i t i v e -
d e f i n i t e m e t r i c are l o c a l l y symmetric ( [ l l ] , pp .142-150). 
A.Liohnerowicz has c o n j e c t u r e d t h a t a l l harmonic mani fo lds 
are n e c e s s a r i l y l o c a l l y symmetric. AJlvez [2J considered 
the case o f compact, s imply connected, g l o b a l l y harmonic 
m a n i f o l d s i n Theorem 4 below. 
Theorem 4 Le t M be a compact, s imply connected, g l o b a l l y 
harmonic Riemannian m a n i f o l d w i t h p o s i t i v e - d e f i n i t e m e t r i c . 
Then M i s l o c a l l y symmetric. 
P roof M be ing compact we can d e f i n e f o r f , g e C ^ ( M ) the 
g l o b a l sca la r product 
< f , g > = I f ( p ) g (p ) P 
where i s the volume element a t p e U . 
L e t p^ e U . Then we have seen as a consequence of 
Theorem 3 above t h a t a l l geodesies through p^ are closed 
and o f l e n g t h 2L; geodesic arcs o f l e n g t h l ess than L have 
no conjugate p o i n t s . The geodesic symmetry, s , can be 
^o 
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d e f i n e d g l o b a l l y on U as f o l l o w s : i f p € R , the r e s i d u a l 
Po 
locus o f p , we have s ( p ) = p ; i f p ^ R , s (p ) = q , 
PQ P© PO 
where p^ i s the m i d - p o i n t o f the geodesic arc ( p q ) . 
Le t f be an e i g e n f u n c t i o n o f the Lap lace -Be l t rami 
opera tor A^* t h a t i s 
(8) i^^fUv) = A f ( p ) ( p e M ) . 
F i x PQ e M and l e t N(p, p^) be the elementary s o l u t i o n o f 
^2^^^* PQ^ " ^p^Po^* where «^ (PQ) i s the Dirac ' 5 ' - f u n c t i o n . 
^ (p» PQ) can be regarded as the p o t e n t i a l due t o a u n i t charge 
a t p ^ . We have by d e f i n i t i o n o f *S' i 
f ( P ) = f f ( P ) W % o J j j p o p 
= <A^Nh» P Q ) , f ( p ) > . 
Now be ing a symmetric d i f f e r e n t i a l operator i\j)J, p.38?) 
we have 
(9) < N ( p , p ^ ) , ( A 2 f ) ( p ) > = f ( p ^ ) . 
(8) and (9) imply 
(10) ) . < N ( p , p ^ ) , f ( p ) > = f ( p ^ ) . 
We w r i t e p = s ( q ) . Lichnerowicz [82 has shown t h a t 
Po 
7: / \ = X and Al lamigeon t h a t N(p, p ) i s a f u n c t i o n o f 
s \,q) q o 
*^ o 
d ( p , p_) a lone , i . e . . 
Hence, 
N(ap^(q ) , p^,) = N(q , p ^ ) . 
f 
f ( p ^ ) = A N(s ( q ) , p^) f ( s ( q ) ) ^ 3 ( ) 
JaL *^0 O p^ ^ 
= N(q , p^) f ( S p ( q ) ) 
JM o 
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t h a t i s , 
(11) ^ \<N(p , p ^ ) , f ( s ( p ) ) > = f ( p ^ ) . 
*^ o 
Now l e t h ( p ) be another e i g e n f u n c t i o n o f w i t h eigenvalue 
y u t d i f f e r e n t f r o m X, i . e . , 
(A2h)(p) = y*h(p) . 
From the symmetry o f we have 
<A2f, h > = < f , A^h>, 
whence, < A f , h > = < f , y a h > , 
t h a t i s , Ck - y u ) < f , h > = 0. 
Thus ^ ^yj/implies < f , h > = 0. 
From ( l l ) we have 
< < N ( p , p ) , f ( s ( p ) ) > , h(p ) > = < f , h > = 0. 
2-n 
Let 3 = d ( p , p ^ ) . I n a neighbourhood of p ^ , N(p, p^) = 0 (s " ) . 
The i n t e g r a l < N(p, p ^ ) , f ( S p ( p ) ) > i s t h e r e f o r e u n i f o r m l y 
convergent i n p^ on M and F u b i n i ' s theorem gives « N ( p , P „ ) , f ( s „ ( p ) > , h ( p j > = « N ( p , p ^ ) , h ( p ^ ) > , f ( s ^ ( p ) ) > 
= 0. 
But us ing the symmetry p r o p e r t y , N(p , p^) = N(p^, p ) , 
we have f r o m ( l 0 ) 
| « - < N ( p , P p ) , h ( p ^ ) > = h ( p ) . 
whence, < h ( p ) , f ( s „ ( p ) ) > = 0. 
Po 
The f u n c t i o n ( f o s ) i s t h e r e f o r e or thogonal t o £ , the set 
Po 
o f e i gen f unct ions o f whose ei^genvalues are not equal t o A. 
We know t h a t the set E u { f : ^ f = A f , f G C ^ ( M ) } i s .dense 
i n C ( M ) . Consequently, f ( s ( p ) ) e - { f t A ^ f = ^ f , f 6 C^(M)}and 
° 
( A - f ) ( s ^ ( p ) ) = 9^f (s ( p ) . We put g = g / y where 
Po Po ^ Pjj^*^' 
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g i s the g i v e n p o s i t i v e - d e f i n i t e m e t r i c on M and w r i t e ZTg 
f o r the L a p l a c i a n o f g . Hence ( A 2 f ) ( p ) = ^ f ( p ) and using 
( 8 ) we have ( Z ' g " ^ ) ( f ) = 0. 
A r e s u l t o f Kolmogoroff has shown t h a t corresponding 
t o F e C ( M ) there e x i s t s a sequence of f i n i t e l i n e a r combinations 
of e i g e n f u n c t i o n s o f A^ converging u n i f o r m l y t o F . The same 
p r o p e r t y holds f o r a l l p a r t i a l d e r i v a t i v e s o f F o f order l e s s 
t h a n or equal t o 2. 
Hence, i f F 6 C ^ ( M ) , 
(12) ( A 2 - A 2 ) ( F ) = 0. 
F i x PQ £ ^ and l e t p be an a r b i t r a r y p o i n t o f M , 
L e t ( y ^ ) be a normal coordinate system o r i g i n p der ived f r o m 
the l o c a l coord ina te s , t h a t i s , the m e t r i c *g = " ( S i j ) and 
the g i v e n m e t r i c s a t i s f y *gp = g^ . Now M be ing a compact 
m e t r i c space i s complete (($!]» p>8l)o Hence the coordinate 
homeomorphism 
j>tq — » ( y \ q ) , . . . » y " ( q ) ) e /R?^  has domain 
M - R . Le t X = X ^ - ^ (p ) M and de f ine 
P Titr^ P 
^ q ^ X ^ ^ = ^ ^ i ^ j y^^^^ y ' ' ^^^* " ^ ' ^ q 6 M - Rp 
and X. = g . , X ^ . We w i l l w r i t e f o r — r . 1 Ik 1 
As O ^ F ) ( p ) = 0 ( i = 1, n) we have 
( A _ F ) ( p ) = ( ( d e f g ) " ^ a X ' g ^ j ( d e t • g ) \ F ) ) ( p ) 
= ("g^-'a, v ^ ^ p ^ 
J 
' j ^- ^ 
- ( ' s ' ' ) p ^ i ^ j 
= gp(X, X ) . 
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From (11) we have 
i p ( X , X) = gp(X, X ) . • 
As p and X are a r b i t r a r y , g = g . Hence M i s l o c a l l y 
symmetric. Since M i s complete and s imply connected, i t 
i s a l s o g l o b a l l y symmetric (see p . 34)• 
Remark The f u n c t i o n F d e f i n e d near the bottom of p . 6? i s 
not n e c e s s a r i l y g l o b a l l y d e f i n e d on 11 and hence does not 
be long t o C ^ ( M ) . 
F o r , l e t Z a (Z^ ) e be any u n i t vec tor or thogonal t o X , 
i . e . , X^Z^ = 0 . Le t Y = ( g p ( X , X ) ) ' ^ X. 
Def ine cr : [ p , L ] — » M (a = 1 , 2) by fl:j ( t ) = Exp^tY, 
0 ^ ( t ) = ExPptZ, Then CTj and <J^ are geodesic rays j o i n i n g 
p t o p o i n t s o f Rpo We have 
P ( f r , ( t ) ) — » i L ^ gpOc,X) as t — ^ L , but 
Hermit)) — » 0 , 
I n the case where R^ i s a s i n g l e p o i n t l o c u s , f o r example, 
2 
on S , t he re i s a s i n g u l a r i t y a t t h i s p o i n t . 
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CHAPTER I V 
k-HARMONIC RIBMANKIAN KANIFOLDS 
» 
4.1 D e f i n i t i o n s o f k-harmonic Riemannian man i fo lds 
k-harmonic man i fo lds were f i r s t d e f i n e d by T . J .Wi l lmore i n 
1966 [ l 6 j . Le t M be any Riemannian m a n i f o l d and p^ £ M be 
the o r i g i n o f a normal coordinate system w i t h domain W. We 
w i l l use the n o t a t i o n a l convent ion o f Sec t ion 1.2: 
Let p e W. ^ ( P Q ) and D(p) are the vec to r spaces o f 
t ensors a t p^ and p r e s p e c t i v e l y . Greek s u f f i c e s w i l l be 
used f o r components o f members o f C ( P Q ) and Roman s u f f i c e s 
f o r components o f members o f D ( p ) . We denote by 
D ( P Q , P ) = D ( P Q ) ® D ( P ) 
t he space o f b i - t e n s o r s over ( p ^ . P ) (see f o r example, 
J .L .Synge, " R e l a t i v i t y : The General Theo ry , " Nor th -Hol land , 
1964*;:PP.4B-50). 
An example o f a b i - t e n s o r i s the tensor w i t h conponents 
= • 
where H ( p Q t p ) i s the dis tance f u n c t i o n . We a l s o de f ine 
the b i - t e n s o r s w i t h components - O f = i^^fl^^* 
and we note f r o m (1) t h a t f l ^ ^ = -fl^^ 
The 'rpure" b i - t e n s o r s (OiJ), ( top are d e f i n e d by 
( 2 ) = J ! ^ « 
( 3 ) = r^sip 
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These are t w o - p o i n t i n v a r i a n t f u n s t i o n s and we have 
det (to ) = det (u)p = - i . , 
where J = det ( H ^ ) , g = det ( g . ^ , g^ = det ( g ^ ^ ) . 
C l e a r l y f r o m 1 .5(7) we have 
( 4 ) det ( w j ) = det (wp = ^ , 
where | D ( P ^ , P ) i s Ruse's i n v a r i a n t . 
Le t 0^ = 0^(Pp,p) denote the k*** symmetric polynomial 
o f the eigenvalues o f the m a t r i x (tO^). The f o l l o w i n g i s 
J 
W i l l m o r e ' s d e f i n i t i o n : 
D e f i n i t i o n ( l ) A Riemannian m a n i f o l d , M, i s k-harmonic a t 
i f p^ i s the o r i g i n o f a normal neighbourhood W, such t h a t , 
i f p e W and i l i s the d is tance f u n c t i o n , t hen (^(p^^.p) i s 
a f u n c t i o n which depends o n l y upon i l and not otherwise upon 
p . M i s k-harmonic i f i t i s k-harmonic a t p^ f o r a l l 
p ^ e M. 
The mat r i ces ( ( 0 ^ and (a}|j) can be i n t e r p r e t e d geomet r i ca l ly 
as f o l l o w s : 
Le t PQ « ^ A'^d p £ W, where W i s a normal neighbourhood 
o r i g i n p . Then there e x i s t s Y e M such t h a t Exp Y = p . 
° P© PQ 
The mapping ( d Exp ) y : ( M ) ^ M i s l i n e a r . Let w be 
Po Po P 
the i d e n t i f i c a t i o n (M ) — . Then w i s a n a t u r a l 
Po 
l i n e a r isomorphism and the mapping ( d Exp ) Y o w ' :M — > U 
Po Po 
i s l i n e a r . Le t t = ( t ^ ) be i t s m a t r i x . We have shown on 
pp. 8-9 t h a t t i s a l s o the m a t r i x o f the dual map 
w o (EXP»)Y:»1S *M . The inverse m a t r i x t " ^ = ( t " ^ ) 
P Po 
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i s the m a t r i x o f the l i n e a r maps M — ^ M and "M — * M . 
P Po Po P 
Now l e t X = (X^) e I I and consider the composi t ion 
Po 
o f l i n e a r maps 
Let 
(5) 
where h = t'^ t^ g. .o (a^) is the matrix of a linear endo-
morphism o f M as can be seen f r o m the diagram below. 
Po 
t (g. J 
This diagram also defines a linear endomorphism of with 
matrix (a^) given by 
i . i oiy^k . ik (6) 
where h" Using inverses we obtain the inverse 
endomorphisms of M and M with matrices (b*^ ) and (b )^ 
PQ P P J 
respectively given by 
(7) b^  = ( t > t - J g % = h'<^ g^ ,^and 
(8) ^j = « 
Clearly (a j)"^ = (bj), (a;^ )"^  ^ (bJ) and also 
( h , J - ^ = (h"'/^ ), ( h , J - ^ = (h^j). 
We note 
i j ' 
a- = t - t^, and 
= t '^^bSi . " f i - " i - j y 
Hence (a'J) and (a^) have equal eigenvalues; likewise (b )^ 
and (bp. 
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Suppose now t h a t we have a normal coordinate system 
o r i g i n p . Then t ^ = S^. From 1.3(6) we have 
o J J 
y"^ = - * i r ^ and so f r o m (2) 
But f r o m (8 ) , 
Hence (w^) = (b^ ) and s i m i l a r l y (uip = ( b ^ . 
We can a l s o der ive the expressions 
(9) a^ = nt -Q^, 
(10) ^= fTin^ 
where ( i l " ^ ) = ( n ^ ) " ^ and ( H " ^ ) = ( J ^ i ) " ^ . 
K . E l Hadi has d e f i n e d k-harmonic spaces somewhat 
d i f f e r e n t l y ( [ 4 ] , pp . 88-91). 
Let M be a complete Riemannian m a n i f o l d and 
p € Ho Let u e M be a u n i t v e c t o r . Then f o r 0 ^ t 0 0 
° Po 
we d e f i n e 
^ u = (^^^^Jtv^oi^ita))^, 
where w ( t u ) i s the i d e n t i f i c a t i o n (14 ) . , — » M . 
PQ Po 
L e t p = Exp t u . f :M — ^ M i s l i n e a r . 
PQ PQ P 
We d e f i n e h as the p u l l - b a c k o f g v i a f . . , 
PQ 
i . e . , h (X,Y) = ( f « „ g„ ) (X ,Y) f o r a l l X,Y e M . 
PQ P PQ 
We now have two symmetric b i l i n e a r forms a t p ^ , bo th non-
degenerate. Hence the re e x i s t s an endomorphism j>^^ o f M 
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such that s. ( tu^»^) = *^ (^ »^ ^ ^ \ ' 
I n f a c t given a l o c a l coordinate system (x ) we have 
M - 8 % . 
By ^'JjC^^jj) we denote the k**^  symmetric polynomial of the 
eigenvalues of (^^^)o £1 & d i makes the following d e f i n i t i o n . 
D e f i n i t i o n (2) A Riemannian manifold M i s k-harmonic at 
i f '^ C^ ^^ ) i s a function of R alone. 
Comparison of (5) and (11) shows that (^i-yijff = and 
hence .(f^u) and 60 are inverse matrices. The definitions 
(1) and (2) are not equivalent but complementary; each 
defines n formally d i s t i n c t sets of Riemannian manifolds. 
We w i l l distinguish between the two types by r e f e r r i n g to 
k-harmonic manifolds of the positive type or k-harmonic 
manifolds of the negative type arisi n g from symmetric poly-
nomials of the eigenvalues of ( a ^ ( i . e . , j>^^) or ( b p ( i . e . , 6)) 
respectively. 
D e f i n i t i o n (3) Let M be a Riemannian manifold and p^ e M. 
Let p e W, where W i s a normal neighbourhood of p^. I f 
p = Exp X, l e t h = h = (w o (Exp f ) ^ ) g , where w 
PO ^O ^ ^ 
i s the i d e n t i f i c a t i o n defined on p. 70. Let a = ( a p be 
the matrix of the endomorphism g^ h and b = (b^; = a . 
^ o 
( i ) M i s k-harmonic of the positive type at (or 
(+k)-harmonic at P^ ,) i f 0^ = <rj^(a(Pjj,p)), the k*** 
symmetric polynomial of the eigenvalues of a i s a 
function of i l alone ( I § k §n). 
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( i i ) M i s k-harmonic of the negative type at (or 
(-k)-harmonic at p^) ^ <r.^ = (Tj^CbCp^,?)), the k**^  
symmetric polynomial, of the eigenvalues of b i s a 
function of A alone (1 $ Is. ^ n ) . 
M i s (+k)"harmonic (respc (-k)-harmonic) i f i t i s (+k)-
harmonic (resp, (-k)-harmonic) at a l l points p^ on M, 
D e f i n i t i o n (u) ( i ) M i s simply (»k)-harmonic i f (r^ i s constant. 
( i i ) M i s simply (-k)-harmonic i f cr^ i s constant. 
4.2 Properties of k-harmonic manifolds 
From 4.1(4) i t i s clear that an n-dimensional Riemannian 
manifold i s cl a s s i c a l l y harmonic i f and only i f i t i s n-
harmonic and i f and only i f i t i s (-n)-harmonic. Hence 
(+k)- and (-ik)-harmonic manifolds can be regarded as general-
isations of harmonic manifolds. I t can be conjectured that 
the (2n - 2) sets of k-harmonio manifolds (k = +1, +(n - I ) ) 
are a l l precisely the set of harmonic manifolds. I n t h i s 
case we would have shown that harmonic manifolds possess 
(2n - 2) two-point invariants d i s t i n c t from Ruse's invariant 
which^\are a l l functions o f / I alone. The conjecture may be 
f a l s e . 
We w i l l adopt the following notation: 
Let H(n) be the set of n-dimensional harmonic manifolds; 
H(k; n ) , the set of k-harmonic manifolds of the positive 
type and H(-k; n ) , the set of k-harmonic manifolds of the 
negative type. We can l i s t various f i e l d s of enquiry. 
'15-
A. What subset or equality relations exist between the sets 
H(n) and H(+k; n) ( l ^ k «n)? 
B. Can simply +k-harmonic manifolds be characterised? 
C. Can necessary and s u f f i c i e n t conditions f o r a manifold 
t o belong t o H(+k; n) be given either i n terms of affine 
normal tensors (of. Copson & Ruse equations) or i n tenns 
of curvature tensors ( c f . Ledger's equations)? 
D. Are k-harmonic manifolds necessarily Einstein spaces? 
£. I f U i s a symmetric manifold can simple conditions that 
M e H(k; n) be obtained? What i s the rank of k-harmonic 
symmetric manifolds? I f M e H(k; n) f o r one value k, does 
t h i s imply that M « H(k; n) f o r a l l k e £+1, +n>? 
Regarding Problem A two results can be immedi£fceLy stated. 
Theorem 1 Let M be an n-dimensional Riemannian manifold. 
The following statements are equivalent: 
( i ) M i s harmonic. 
( i i ) U i s n-harmonic. 
( i i i ) M i s (-n)-harmonic. 
Proof We use 4.1 (4). 
Theorem 2 Let M be a harmonic Riemannian manifold. Let 1 < k^n. 
(a) I f M i s k-harmonio, then M i s -(n-k)-harmonic. 
(b) I f M i s (-k)-harmonic, then M i s (n-k)-harmonic. 
(Symbolically: H(-(n-k); n) c H(k; n) n H(n) 
and H(n - k; n) c H(-k; n) n H(n).) 
Proof We compare characteristic equations of (a*^) and ( b p . 
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The following r e s u l t of T.JoWillmore i s less t r i v i a l 
([16], p.1056). 
Theorem 3 A l l harmonic Riemannian manifolds are (-l)-harmonico 
Proof Let P^  e M and p e W, where W i s a normal neighbourhood 
of p^. I n the case of normal coordinates o r i g i n p^ we have 
using 1.3(6) the expression f o r Beltrami's f i r s t d i f f e r e n t i a l 
parameter 
z^  . i i = ^^^mm = *g^ v-yP = ^ - / i . 
Hence f o r any allowable coordinate system on W with p^ and 
p having coordinates (x*^) and (x*^) respectively, we have 
(1) rtR = 2/1, 
where if = s'^fig = — . We di f f e r e n t i a t e (1) 
covariantly with respect t o x , apply the transformation 
gp"^ = ( g ^ ) :«Mp — > and obtain from the i**^ component: 
(2) A ^ r f = i l M i = 1, .... n). 
(2) i s d i f f e r e n t i a t e d covariantly on both sides with respect 
to X*' and we obtain 
whence. 
where i n the l a s t term we have interchanged the order of 
covariant d i f f e r e n t i a t i o n . Hence 
cr^ = t r ( b j ) = A^n. - ( A g / D i T . 
Now H being harmonic we have A^ -O. = '](Jifi)» where ^ ia the 
characteristic function. Thus 
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cr^ = % ( A ) - y;(n.)stjn^, 
that i s 
0-^  = yia) - 2 9d'(n)Afrom (1). 
Q.e.d. 
Corollary 1 A l l harmonic Riemannian manifolds are ( n - l ) -
harmonic. 
Proof We use Theorem 2. 
Corollary 2 A l l simply harmonic Riemannian manifolds are 
simply (-l)-harmonic and simply (n-l)-harmonic. 
Proof X ( A ) = n implies cr^ = n, using (3), 
The converse of Theorem 3 has not been proved and may indeed 
be f a l s e . However £1 Hadi has proved the converse of 
Corollary 2. a 
Theorem L A l l simply (-1)-harmonic Riemannian manifolds 
are simply harmonic. 
Proof (Outline) <r = n implies ~~~~~ -1 
A n - Sfi^^n) = n. Writing 2 2 
f = A A - n, i t can be shown that the d i f f e r e n t i a l 2 
equation 
f + y*^  = 0 w i t h boundary conditions 
f -> 0 as y"* -» 0 («><.= 1, n) has unique solution 
f 5 0 on W. 
For deta i l s see [4] pp. 99-102. 
I t i s highly plausible that a l l harmonic Riemannian 
manifolds are k-harmonic f o r a l l k e { 1 I , . . . , i n } . We w i l l 
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show i n i(.o6 that compact, simply connected, symmetric harmonic 
spaces are k-harmonic f o r a l l k. The converse of Theorem 3 
may be false but norcounterexamples have yet been found. 
4«3 k-haroonic and Einstein spaces 
With regard to Problem D of Section 4.2 we are able to reach 
a d e f i n i t e conclusion. Use i s made of the expressions connecting 
a f f ine and Riemannian normal tensors which were derived i n 
Section 1.2. 
Theorem 5 A l l (-1)-harmonic Riemannian manifolds are Einstein 
spaces. 
Proof Let M be a (-1 )-harmonic Riemannian manifold. Let 
p^ e M and W be a noxmal neighbourhood of p^. M being 
a n a l y t i c , there exists a subset U of W which i s a neighbourhood 
of p^ i n which the n^ functions (*g^"')p (p « U) can be expanded 
as a Maclaurin series i n terms of ("g^ **) = i'^S^^)^' I'et 
i i° i p have normal coordinates (y ) . Then y = X s, where 
s i s the geodesic distance, d(p^,p) and X = Cx^) i s the unit 
tangent vector at p^ defining the geodesic arc (p^p). ^ 
Hence, 
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We now use the hypothesis that M i s (-l)-harmonic. 
<r^(^Q*v) = f ( A ) = a^ + a^ + sW.2l + O(s^), 
where the coefficients a^ are given by 
a = 1^^] 
^ I d r f lo 
We now oompare coefficients of the tno Uaclaurin series to get 
(•«ij)„Cg^^)„i* ' 0 (of. 1.2(11)); 
M ( ' « i P o ( ° ^ i ) o ^ = »1 = 
(5){'8,j)„(«g^^j„„)„AW = 3 a j , and so on. 
Using equations ( l ) and 1.2(l4)> the independence of a^  and 
X implies that - f ( ^ i ) ^ ^ ^ also independent of X. 
But X i s a unit vector and so 
cl^o = N ^^kl)o* "^"^ ^ = " a^o 
p^ being an a r b i t r a r y point of U, i t follows that M i s an 
Einstein space. 
Q.e.d. 
Equations (2) and (3) are necessary conditions f o r M to be 
(-1)-harmonic and merit further examination. The method 
i s similar to that used to derive the Copson and Ruse equations. 
Equations (2) and 1.2(l5) y i e l d at p^ (and hence on M ) : 
^ , k * ^mk,l * \ l , m = °' 
which i s an immediate consequence of the Einstein condition. 
However, using (3) and 1.2(l6) we obtain at p^: 
M AL„„ - 2 S - ( A L ) ( A ? „ „ ) - 2 S - ( A ^ ) ( A^)(«g,j)('g'«) 
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We define 
and use Theorem 3 and the Copson and Ruse equation 
t o deduce that i n a harmonic space 
where L i s a constant which-may well be zero. A direct 
v e r i f i c a t i o n of (6) i s by no means obvious. The converse 
r e s u l t , namely that (4) implies (3) and (6) independently 
seems very implausible and strengthens b e l i e f that the 
converse of Theorem 3 i s fa l s e . 
We now prove the general theorem. 
Theorem 6 A l l (-k)-harmonic manifolds are Einstein spaces 
f o r a l l k, 1 < k £ n. 
Proof We need an expression f o r <r_^ similar to that f o r t r ^ 
on the bottom of p.78. Let 
^" + f\ ( - l ) ^ < r , = 0 
fel 
be the characteristic equation of ( b p with r e a l eigenvalues 
'X^ . Writing s^ = (^^^ + ... + ( ^ ^ r and 
aj^ = (-1) cr_j^ we have Newton's formulae: 
+ Sag = -S2 
V l ^ * V2*2 " - " ^^k-1 * ^ k = 
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These solve to give aj^ = b^ ^ 
Sg s^ 2 
3^ 2^ ^ ^ 
= ^  •^®'» '^k kT ^ k* '"^ '^  
0 
°k-lV2 
\ ^k-1 
(k-1) 
Expanding, bj^ = s^bj^^ - (k - 1) 
k-1 
0 
0. 
^<k-2) 
\ \-1 • 2^ 
where the ( k - l ) x ( k - l ) matrix, Aj^_^ i s such that det Aj^^ = b^_^. 
Hence we obtain the reduction formula 
(7) \ = s^bj^^ - (k - I)s2bj^_2 * • ^^^^ " ^^^3^3 * • • 
. (-I)^"^klsj^_^b^ + ( - l ) ^ c i s j ^ . 
The term 
c s 
Pi P2 
a . . s , where c i s constant and 
p^ and q^ are positive integers f o r i € {1, t l , i s said 
t o be of weight w i f w = ^ p.q.. A polynomial i s said 
i=1 
t o be isobaric of weight w i f a l l of i t s terms are of weight 
w. From (7) an easy induction argument shows that b^ ^ and 
hence <r . are both isobaric of weight k. Hence we can write 
(8) 
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where summation i s taken over a l l t , p^, p^, q^, q^ 
satisfying 
( i ) t e d , . . . , k>; 
( i i ) 1 i p^  < Pg < ... <P^ ^ k; 
( i i i ) q^, q^ are positive integers satisfying 
depending on the combinations {p^, p^ and {q^, q^ 
> p.q. = k and c ' " are rational numbers 
P i ' — p t 
Now Sp^ = (\^ P + + ... + ^^P)'^ (p,q positive integers) 
= ( t r ( b j ) P ) ^ 
= i (b^ b^ .... b^*^ (product of p terms) 
that i s , 
= [n * viU,,\(U%\ X^A * o ( n ^ ) J ' 
where use has been made of 1.2(l4). 
I f we now define 
Bp., = - f P q n ^ - ^ . 
^k = L _ ] V , ..,p," 
p,q,t 1 t 
where r^ = q^  + ... + q^ - q^, then clearly Aj^, Bj^ 
are constants for a l l k e { l , n}. Using (8) we have 
(9) <^ -k = * \ KvK * 
noting that A^  = n and B^  = f. 
Theorem 6 i s now completed on the same lines as Theorem 5. 
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We now consider the case of k-harmonic spaces of the positive 
type. 
Theorem 7 A l l k-harmonic Riemannian manifolds are Einstein 
spaces (k >0). 
Proof (Outline) Covariant Riemannian normal tensors (instead 
of contravariant type) are derived in terms of affine normal 
tensors and hence curvature tensors. 
We have 
The proof proceeds as in Theorems 6 and 5. For details 
see [4] pp. 94-98 where E l Hadi uses a neater method than 
that on pp. 81 -82 to show that the expressions and B^^ in 
(9) are constants. Indeed, he explicitly evaluates these 
coefficients and the following expression i s obtained for a^: 
4.4 The differential of the exponential mapping for symmetric 
spaces 
In the case of symmetric Riemannian spaces we w i l l be able 
to obtain expressions for oj^ (k = +1, .,., +n) in terms of 
sectional curvatures. This i s because the differential of 
the exponential mapping takes a simple form. This we derive 
in two ways: f i r s t using the Jacobi equations (3.2(8)) and 
secondly outlining a method using an expression of S.Helgason. 
Let M be a compact, complete, simply connected, locally 
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symmetric Riemannian manifold. We recall that for Riemannian 
manifolds, not necessarily locally symmetric, i f y:I M 
i s a geodesic arc through p^, {x^(s), X„(s)) i s any 
orthonormal basis of ^^(y) and Y(S) = y*(s)X^(s) i s any 
member of S^ (y)» ^^^^ Jacobi equations are 
(1) y^ + K^^y = 0 (a = 1, n-l) 
where K^ ^ = = ^ ( s ) ^ ^ ^ ) * IfoU)* V*). |fo(3)). 
Now M i s locally symmetric and y I s a geodesic. Hence on ^ 
DK ^ ( s ) 
(2) = (Vy/)(X^(s^, yo(3), X^^(s), y j s ) ) = 0, 
which implies that the coefficients K^ ^ are constants on ^. 
Now K. = K , by the symmetry of R and so the matrix K = (K , ) ba ab ao 
being real symmetric has real eigenvalues , ..., K^ _^ . 
Let these be arranged so that > :^  ... ^ K^ _^ . Then 
K i s orthogonally equivalent to L = diag(Kj, K ^ ^ ) . 
Let P be the orthogonal matrix such that L = PKP*^. Under 
the orthogonal transformation X^(s) — » P^X|^(s) of bases 
of ^Q(^) the Jacobi equations take the form 
(3) y* + K y* = 0 (a = 1, n-1, not summed), 
Gl 
Clearly K i s the sectional curvature of the plane 
fit 
section, S ( s ) , spanned by X (s) and Ynfis); this sectional 
fik ft U 
curvature i s invariant under parallel translation. In 
order to specify a basis of ^Q(^) under which the Jacobi 
equations take the simple form (3) we make the following 
definition. 
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Definition Let p £ M and Z £ M be a unit vector. Let 
1 ° »o 
^ be the unit-speed geodesic ray from p^ with i n i t i a l vector 
Z, A diagonal basis (or D-basis) of ^^(y^) i s an orthonormal 
basis, Dg = { 2 ^ ( s ) , X ^ ^ ( s ) } o f ^ o ( / ) such that for 
a ji^ b, 1 $ a,b $ n-1 and s ^ 0 we have 
R (X ( s ) , Z(s), X^(s), Z(s)) = 0, 
y ( s ) ^ 
where Z(s) i s the parallel translate of Z on . 
A D-basis i s ordered i f the sectional curvatures K = K(S ) 
£1 SL 
satisfy ^ ^ ... ^ K^ _^ . 
Note that on the hypothesis that M i s compact we have 
^ 0 (a = 1, n-l) (see p.47). 
We w i l l now solve the Jacobi equations (3) for an 
— Z 
ordered D-basis of C^(^ ) given the boundary conditions 
y*(0) = 0 (a = 1, n - l ) . 
( i ) Suppose K = 0. We have y*(s) = c(a) s, where each 
constant c(a) i s independent of s. Hence i f 
Y„(s) = y*(s)X^(s) (unsummed), we have Y^(s) = s o(a) X^(s) 
and Y '(O) = c(a) X (o). In view of equation 3.2(2) we 
z 
may choose the parameter of the variation of ^ defining 
Y so that g (Y '(O), Y '(O)) = 1 (a = 1, n - l ) . 
PQ a a 
Hence 
(4) Y^(s) = s X ( s ) . 
( i i ) Suppose K > 0. Using the boundary conditions as in 
( i ) we obtain 
siniK .0) 
(5) Y^(s) = — j ^ X^(s) 
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Note that the points y ^ ( j ^ (n = 1, 2, ...) are a l l conjugate. I f 
then 1^  (s^) belongs to the residual locus of p^. 
Let Q be the rectangle [0,sj] x \p,e^ where > 0. 
For each a = 1, .., n-1 we define the variation C :Q — ^ S 
satisfying 
( i ) G^(s,0) = ^ ^ ( s ) , where ^S^oM^ i s the 
ray s sZ, 
( i i ) I f ^  (s,0) = U^(s) e (Mp )gj,, we require 
(w(sZ))(U^(s)) = sX^(o), where w(sZ) i s the identification 
Po «^ Po 
—Z 
Each U^  i s therefore a linear homogeneous vector f i e l d on y , 
i.e., a Jacobi f i e l d i n S^. We define further the variation 
H = Exp o & :Q — » M. Then each Jacobi f i e l d YiUs) on a a a 
Y = Exp o y given by 
i s related to U^(s) by 
Y^(s) = (d Expp^)^2("a(^>) 
= s((dEx^p )32Ow(sZ)-^)((X^(0)). 
We w i l l write f^^ for (d Exp^ o w(sZ)'^. Using (4) 
and (5) we have 
alnUr s) 
X^(s), i f = 0 
a X ( a ) , i f K > 0. a 
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We also have 
(8) if^^Hz) = Z(s). 
An alternative method of obtaining (7) and (8) i s to 
use a group-theoreticaejq>ression of S.Helgason for the differential 
of the exponential mapping in Riemannian globally symmetric 
spaces ([5!I, p.l80 Theorem 4.1). Let I T be the canonical 
projection & M and Y,Z be the images of Y,Z under 
M'^ = (dtr) 
(9) 
Then 
^ «u ^ (Tr)"(Y) 
(d Exp)^iY) = d(^(exp Z)) o (dir) o ( l ^ T T T T » 
5x2 where (T=).<Y) = (ad Z) ( Y ) . A S (exp sZ) i s a transvection 
i t s differential maps vectors in M into vectors in 1/1 , where 
Z ^ 0 P 
p = ^ ( s ) , by parallel translation and (8) i s immediate. 
Let X (s) e D_ and 2 = (dir)"^ (X )(o). Using 2.6(6) 
Gl u GL a 
we have 
(T32)(\) = [sZ,[sZ ,y] = (dTr)"^(8^R(Z,X^)Z), 
where X = X (O). Hence 
* n-1 
R(Z,X )Z .= (R(Z,X )Z,X )Xj^ + g (R(Z,X^)Z,Z)Z 
b=1 ^o *^o 
= - 2R(Z ,X^ ,Z ,XJ^)XJ^ - R(a,x^,Zi,z)z 
= - R(Z,X ,&,X )X , since D„ i s a D-basis a' a 
= - K X . a a 
Hence we can show by induction that 
('^sZ>''(\) = (d^)-^((.K^ ) V \ ) . 
For K > 0 the following infinite series uniformly convergent a 
for a l l s > 0 i s obtained 
and (7) i s easily deduced. 
(f^)(X,) = ( d e x p s Z l l L r J^V"!-
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4.5 The action of holonomy transformations on Jacobi fields 
Let (G , H) be a Riemannian symmetric pair and l e t M = G / H . 
The linear group of transformations of M induced by parallel 
Po 
translation of frames about a l l closed curves through p^ 
i s the holonomy group. K. Now i f M i s irreducible and simply 
connected i t i s known that K i s connected and K = H^ , 
where H* i s the identity component of the linear isotropy 
group (0], p. 337). 
X 
Let y be a geodesic ray from p^ with X e a unit 
vector. Let V be a variation of ^  so that i s a one-
parameter family of unit-speed geodesic rays such that 
^ = u'^ . We w i l l write Xg(s) for ^ ^ ^ ( s ) . Let T e K. 
Then there i s an element h of H such that T = (dT(h)) . 
. Po 
Define X'^  = T(Xg(o)) (in M ) , X = (diT)"^(Xe) (inrn) 
—. - i ^° -1 
and X'g = (d-T^  (X'g) (intr^, where as in 4.4 ( d i ^ = (dir)^ 
Let D^  = (X^(s), \ ^ ( s ) } be an ordered D-basis of 
^00' """^  ^ '^^'^^ «^ " i^ih)-
Let be the geodesic ray s -» Exp s X ' ^ ( O ) . 
(s) = •rr(exp s F ^ ) = ir(exp Ad(sXg)) 
= iT(h exp sX h"^) = (T(h) o -rr)(exp sX ) 
= ("^ (^^ ° irx,(o))^^)-
Writing Pg for T(h) o ^, the family { f ^ } of geodesic rays 
i s the image of under the isometiy T(h) and we correspond 
to each Jacobi f i e l d Y on ^  = a Jacobi f i e l d Y' onP = T(h)(y), 
Let X' = T(X) and X' = T ( X ^ ( O ) ) (a = 1, n - l ) . 
a a 
Then B^, = (x*^ , ..., X'^^ , X'} i s an orthonormal basis 
-1 
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of « Now lih) maps transversals, (T^ of onto transversals 
Z of {C. , so we have f o r s > 0 
dS (€) d(r (e) 
y.(3) = (0) = ( d . ( h ) ) ^ ^ ) . 3 | - ( 0 ) = T ^ ^ ) Y ( s ) , 
where T ^ ^ j = (dT<h))^(^) :M^^) — Mp^ ^^  i s an isometry 
induced by T. Further i f X'^(s) i s the p a r a l l e l translate 
of X'^  on r we have T^gjX^(s) = X'(s). Hence, 
sr(s)(^'(«)' ^ a(«» = s r X s ) ( V 3 ) ' ^ ^ ^ ' V ^ ) ' ^ ^ ' ^ ^ 
= Sy(3)(Y(3),Xjs)). 
I f Y(s) = y*(s)X (s) and Y'(s) = z*(s)X' ( s ) , we have shown 
CI & 
that y*(s) = z*(s). Further, D^ , = { x'^(s), X'„.^(s)} 
« X' a a i s a D-basis of ^^i^ )• The canponents y and z must 
s a t i s f y an ide n t i c a l Jacobi equation of form 4.4(3). We 
deduce that the sectional curvatures, K , are invariant under T. 
Conversely, l e t = •(x^(s), X^_^(s)} and 
X^* " f ^ V ^ * '^n-l^ ®-^ -^  ^ ® ordered D-bases of S^ Cj-^ ) 
X' 
and ^ ^ { • ^ ) , where X, X' e M . Let T be the transformation 
of M such that T(X (0)) = X ' (o ) (a = 1, ..., n-l) and Pq a a 
T(X) = X'. Suppose fur t h e r that K(S ) = K(S' ) , where S 
& A fit 
and S' are the plane sections spanned by X,X and X', X' a a a 
respectively. T then induces an isometxy of Jacobi f i e l d s 
i n a neighbourhood of p^ i n U and i s therefore i t s e l f an 
isometry. Hence T e K. 
We have proved that i f X, X' e M , and D^ , are 
ordered D-bases of ) and )> \ = K(S^) and 
K' = K(S' ) and T i s the transformation given by T(X (O)) = X' (o), a a a a 
T(X) = X', then K = K' (a = 1, .... n-l) i f and only i f 
T e K, the holonomy group. 
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4.6 k-harmonic symmetric spaces 
I n t h i s f i n a l section we investigate Problem £ of p. 75 and 
attempt t o derive conditions f o r symmetric spaces to be 
k-harmonico Let 11 be a compact, simply connected, irreducible, 
n-dimensional Riemannian globally symmetric space. Let p^ e M 
and p € W, where W i s a normal neighbourhood of p^. We 
w i l l derive an e x p l i c i t formula f o r Oj^ Cp^ ip)) the symmetric 
polynomials of the matrix {&^)o Let he the unit-speed 
geodesic ray from p^ through p. Let s be the arc length 
along y and X = ^«i(0). Then p = Exp^ sX. Let be an 
ordered D-basis of q^(|J')» ^ tl^e sectional curvatures are 
K ... > 0 with K > 0, suppose that K > 0 
but K ^ = ... = K _ = 0. Then r ^ rank of M, I n n-is-1 n-1 
p a r t i c u l a r , i f M i s of rank one, r = 1, i . e . , a l l sectional 
curvatures are positive. We evaluate a^ = g^^h^^, where 
h = (hj.J i s the pull-back of (g. .) under Exp *. Or P ^ Pq 
Let Y,Z 6 Mp . Then h(y,Z) = ((Exp^ )gp)(Y,Z) 
= Sp^^sX^^^'^X^^))* 
where f „ i s as defined on p. 86. 
Sa 
Using 4»4(7) and 4.4(8) we have 
(1) h(X,X^(0)) = h(X^(0),Xj^(0)) = 0, i f a / b , 
since the D-basis i s orthonormel. 
s i n 
(2) I f K >0, h(X (0),X (0)) = 1-
a a a a 
We note that h(X (o),X (o)) — ^ 1 as s 0. 
(3) I f K = 0, h(X^(0),X (0)) = 1. a a a 
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(4) h(X,X) = 1. 
We thus have the n x n diagonal matrix 
/sin^Cv^s) s i n 2 ( ^ s ) . 
h = ( h J = diag s , ... , s , 1, 1J 
^ ^ s^ K s ( r times) 1 n—r 
But as fx^(o), Xn_^(0), X^(0) = x} i s an orthonormal 
basis of M , we have 
Po 
gp"^(X^(0),Xj^(0)) = 
•0 
Hence, o r-^ o , 
i^in^ur^.) su?u^ 3) , 
^ K a K s*^  / 1 n-r 
( b p = ( a p i s the diagonal matrix of reciprocals. 
The symmetric polynomials can now be written down. 
sin2(7Kr s) &lx?{jrZ s) 
(5^) <r,(Po.P) = o-^(s,X) = \ + ... + ^ + r. 
s K s 1 n-r 
(8in2(7K;"s)... ( s i n ^ ( j r : ; : s ) 
(5„) cr(p^.p) = cr(s,X) = - 1 — ""^ . 
1 n-r 
K K s2("-r) 
" " ° " ( s i n 2 ( V ^ s ) ... ( s i n 2 ( v r ; ^ s ) 
We can now prove Theorem 8. 
Theorem 8 A l l compact, simply connected, irreducible, Riemannian 
globally symmetric spaces of rank one are k-harmonic f o r a l l 
6 (+1, ..., +n}. 
Proof Let M be a manifold satisfying the conditions of the 
theorem. Choose p^ e M. and p e W, where W i s a normal neighbour-
hood of p^. We use a re s u l t of M.Berger (see J.Simons [l23) 
that the holonomy group at p^ ,^ H, i s t r a n s i t i v e on S^^, the 
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unit sphere centre 0 i n M i f and only i f M i s of rank 
^o 
one. Thus given X, X' e S^^, there exists T e H such that 
T(X) = X'. I f i s an ordered D-basis of then 
Y t 
Djj, = T(D^) i s an ordered D-basis of S^ C^  ) and the 
sectional curvatures , K^ _^  are invariant under T 
(see 4.5)0 H being t r a n s i t i v e on S^ _^  , i t follows that 
, ..e, K^ _^  are independent of X and hence using the equations 
(5) we deduce that Oj^(pQ,p) = \ ( ^ ) ai^d so M i s k-harmonic 
f o r a l l k. 
Q.e.d. 
Corollary Let M be a compact, simply connected, irreducible, 
Memannian globally symmetric manifold with positive-definite 
harmonic metric. Then M i s k-harmonic f o r a l l k. 
Proof We use Theorem 2 of Chapter 3 (p. 51). 
We w i l l obtain a simpler proof of Theorem 8 a f t e r proving 
Theorem 9. 
D e f i n i t i o n A Riemannian manifold, U, i s said to be two-point 
homogeneous i f f o r any two point pairs p^, Pg € M, q^, € U 
s a t i s f y i n g d(p^,P2) = d(q^,q2)f there exists an isometry 
g e I(M) such that g(p^) = q^ and g(p2) = q^o 
Theorem 9 A two-point homogeneous manifold, U, with positive-
d e f i n i t e metric i s k-harmonic f o r a l l k. 
Proof (T.J.Willmore [16]) Let p^ 6 M and take P2 = ^ 2 " ^ o 
i n the d e f i n i t i o n above. Then there exists an isometxy of 
M which maps aiQT point on S(p^;s), the geodesic sphere centre 
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p^ radius s (s >0) , onto any otherpoint p' on S(p^;s). 
I n tems of normal coordinates o r i g i n p^, we have 
Hence ( a ^ has the same eigenvalues f o r a l l points p on 
S(Pq;s). Thus (rj^(Pjj,p) i s a function of A alone and M i s 
k-harmonic f o r a l l k. 
Q.e.d. 
Theorem 8 can now be proved using Theorem 9 and the following 
r e s u l t : 
Let M be a Riemannian globally symmetric space of rank one. 
Then M i s a two-point homogeneous space. ([^1* Po355)> 
Note that t h i s alternative proof does not require a l l the 
given conditions f o r Theorem 8. Indeed i f U i s non-compact, 
then K > 0 f o r some a, and f o r such a sectional curvature a 
the solution of the Jacobi equation i s 
s i n h ( / * s) 
( f J ( X ( 0 ) ) = _ ^ ( c f . 4.4(7)). 
We have „ ^ „ ^ 
/sinh'^ (Vqr s) s i n h ^ ( 7 ^ s ) \ 
(a ) = diagi s , = , 1 . \ -K, s"' -K s'^  / 1 n-r 
Symmetric polynomials are easily obtained and the proof 
given on pp. 91**92 i s s t i l l v a l i d . We conclude that compact-
ness i s not a necessary condition f o r a symmetric to be 
k-harmonic f o r a l l k. 
I t i s highly probable that the converse of Theorem 8 
i s t r u e , namely that symmetric spaces of rank greater than 
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one cannot be k-harmonic f o r any k. Yet examination of the 
equations (5) suggests that the sectional curvatures may 
vary i n such a way that even though 0^  and <r^ are not functions 
of s alone, other symmetric polynomials may be independent 
of choice of X. But t h i s i s highly unlikely. 
I f the conjecture that Riemannian symmetric spaces 
are k-harmonic f o r a l l k i f and only i f the rank i s one, 
be t r u e , where can we f i n d an example of a space which i s 
k-harmonic f o r k ^ +n but not classi c a l l y harmonic? We 
would have to examine compact, reductive homogeneous, non-
symmetric Einstein manifolds. f o r i f Avez' Theorem (Chapter 
I I I Theorem 4) i s correct these spaces cannot be harmonic. 
But here i t i s unlikely that <r^ w i l l reduce to the simple 
form we have i n the syimnetric case. And even there we 
were unable to come t o any f i r m conclusion. 
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